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FOREWORD

Books and Printing in the San Francisco Bay Area

The art and business of printing in the San Francisco

Bay Area are significant in the history of printing in the United

States and have been an integral part of the cultural development

of California. This series of interviews with people who have been

participants in and observers of the recent history of San Francisco

Bay Area printing stems from a 1958 interview by Francis P. Farquhar

with Edward DeWitt Taylor. It has been carried forward in the

interest of recording details of the movement and cnalyzing factors

in its development.

The Regional Oral History Office was established to tape

record autobiographical interviews with persons prominent in recent

California history. The Office is under the direction of Mrs. Villa

Bourn, and under the administrative supervision of the Director of

The Bancroft Library. Miss Ruth Teiser is project director for

the books and printing series.
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INTRODUCTION

Walter J. Mann has been a participant in the photoengraving
industry through its most important years in the United States. When

he entered it in 1910, at the age of 21, some of the wood engravers
whom it soon supplanted were still at work. By the time he left it

for retirement in 1968, it had passed its peak. Photoengravings had
been standard for reproducing illustrations in letterpress printing.
As offset lithography supplanted letterpress increasingly, photo
engraving declined. This interview, then, is, in effect, the story
of the rise and fall of an industry told in terms of one representative
member of it.

The Walter J. Mann Company of San Francisco was, as Mr. Mann
recounted in this interview, &quot;the printers friend and the quality
copper halftone people.&quot; The firm s prestige was high, its craftsman

ship and reputability unchallenged. Mr. Mann himself was known and

liked throughout the city s graphic arts community, a practical but
fair and good-natured businessman. Through the 1950s, when the

interviewers were San Francisco correspondents for a graphic arts

magazine, frequently covering the photoengravers meetings discussed
in the interview, Mr. Mann proved a helpful and reliable source of
information and explanation. Although he has always been in management
and never worked in a photoengraving plant, his knowledge of the technical

processes and their changes is evident in this interview.

Mr. Mann was interviewed on June 25 and June 30, 1969, in his
office at the Walter J. Mann Company, which under his son John has
continued in the commercial art business. As is evident, he enjoyed
reminiscing. At the age of 79

&amp;gt;

he had only the year before given up

playing tennis. His memory, alertness of mind, and his humor continued
as acute as when the interviewers first knew him in the 1950s.

Ruth Teiser
Inter viewer-Editor

Catherine Harroun
Interviewer-Editor

15 January 19?U
Regional Oral History Office
k&6 The Bancroft Library
University of California at Berkeley





Date of Interview: June 25, 1969

Early Years

Telsen When and where were you bom, Mr. Mann?

Mann: I was born in Lincoln, Nebraska* on September 1?,
Ititt9. My father was In the retail oil and gasoline
business. He had the trucks that go around the way
Ice men used to, and milkmen, supplying people with
gasoline and coal oil. He was what they called a
re-seller for the Standard Oil Company of Indiana
I think there s a similarity between that business
and the photoengraving business In a way, because
when I was young everyone used coal oil lamps
and gasoline stoves and things like mica, axle
grease and harness oil. Then gas and electricity
commenced to come In and knock out coal oil lamps
and stoves. But people didn t think then, as now, that
they ever would replace the old methods.

&quot;You ll never get rid of a good coal oil
lamp. And the gas asphyxiates people. And elec
tricity catches the house afire.&quot; Automobiles
eliminated the need for axle grease and harness
oil. And, like offset [lithography], things came
along, and the first thing you knew the oil business
was out, and service stations were In. In 1904
my father passed away and I went to work.

Telsen What was your father s name?

Mann: Charles H. Mann.

Telsen Did you have to go to work to help support your
family, was that it?

Mann: Yes. I was fifteen.

Teisert Oh, my word.

Mann: Well, that wasn t bad. That was the custom there.
That was no hardship. It wasn t like you had to go
in a coal mine or anything like the.t. My father





Mannt knew a lot of people there, and I had very pleasant
work and didn t mind It.

Telser: What did you start doing?

Mann: Well, my first Job was with my uncle who was a
druggist, but I always wanted to travel, so I worked
for him for a while, until I can t give you
the exact age, but I was some place around eighteen.
And then the Smlth-Dorsey Company, which is still in

business, had a little pharmaceutical and surgical
supply firm starting down the street . They asked
me if I thought I could sell things on the road,
and I told them I d be glad to try. So I took this
line out and I called on the dispensing physicians
and druggists out through Wyoming, Colorado, western
Nebraska, and parts of Kansas and Iowa. That was
a large territory and a great experience. Wyoming
and Colorado were still pretty &quot;wild western.&quot;

(The main item we sold was a RheumAtone Capsule
introducing a new wonder drug named Aspirin. It
came from Germany and was a coal tar product.
Aspirin has come a long way since 1908.) I

didn t stay with it too long, abou-i a year, because
I couldn t sell enough pills. And again, it was
hard, and my mother was old-fashioned and thought
the associations with traveling men or &quot;drummers&quot; on
the road, you know, weren t very good.

Teisen Probably weren t .

Mann No. Although the men and the customers were great.
They d help you, a young fellow starting In.

Everybody has always been good to me.

Then I came back to Lincoln and was &quot;on the
beach&quot; for a while. The Woodruff Banknote
Company, a printing and lithograph firm, had bought
a lithograph press and they needed a little money.
So my mother had a little money and bought me a
place with the Woodruff Banknote Company to start
me In business. But it didn t last very long,
because the State Journal Company was too well
financed and bought out the llthogiraph department.
Competition too strong, and Woodruff wasn t established.

Telsen How much did it require to buy you a place?

Mann: A thousand dollars from us.
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Telsen Were you kind of a Junior partner?

Mann i No. He [Woodruff] had sons and partners. We were
a little &quot;green then.

Telsen Was It a loan your mother made to the company?

Mannj Yes. It was covered by a cottage out on the edge of
town, and we didn t come out badly on It, but It
was disheartening.

Telseri What was your function In the compeny?

Mannt Their work was mostly bank printing like checks,
et cetera. I was around keeping track of costs and
an all-around helper, selling at the counter. It
was small then In 1909 . and things weren t booming
in Lincoln.

Teisert Did they do letterpress printing from plates?

Mannj Yes. But they put in an offset department, and of
course offset, or lithography they called it then,
was bank printing, and they would engrave the image
on a stone and transfer it to thin metal.

Telseri Direct lithography?

Mann: Yes. That was about the only way they had It then.
They grained their own metal and coated their transfer
paper. They didn t have the application of photography
then that they have now.

Telsen Was that your first experience with printing?

Mannt Yes.

Telsen The first time you d seen printing done?

Mannt Yes. The Woodruffs were good friends, but it wasn t

very restful. There was a big plant in Lincoln.
The State Journal Company. They were an old firm
and first class throughout. All of their commercial
work was quality. They published a morning and
evening newspaper with all news services like AP and
UP, the Nebraska State Journal and the Lincoln Dally
News. Also a farm paper and a poultry journal and





Mann:

Telseri

Mann i

Telsen

several fraternal publications. There were six
salesmen in the commercial department and a whole
troup of advertising salesmen. They had been encouraged
originally by the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy
Railroad, which favored friendly newspapers for
political help in the country they were pioneering.
Lots of good things go along when railroads are
building through a new territory . . .

The Nebraska State Journal occupied a place
similar to the McClatchey newspapers here in
California. Lincoln was the state capitol and Omaha
was the big city with two large papers. The owners
of the State Journal were Mr. C.D. Traphagen,
president and Mr. J. C. Seacrest, vice president
and treasurer. Like the McClatcheys both successful
business men and prominent in the state s progress
and politics. Their families have continued to
to advance the operation and properties,

Mr. Traphagen was a friend of my father s

and called me in and asked if I would like to go to
work for the Journal and I accepted his offer
immediately, with enthusiasm. That was November
10th, 1910.

This seems like a long build-up, but that s
where photoengraving came in. They didn t have a
photoengraving department at the Journal and he said,
&quot;We have Just bought the Bierman Er-graving plant
and I want you to go down to the Cornell Photo
Supply office where Bierman had tneir office and
salesman and take orders and find out all you can
about photoengraving.

1 I went in, and didn t know
anything about it, but I started to learn. They soon
moved the photoengraving plant into the Journal
building where it belonged, and I was part of the
unit. That was my first contact with photoengraving.

What had the newspapers oeen using in the meantime
for illustrations?

They had been buying plates either from the Bierman
plant, a local firm, or from Omaha and sometimes
Chicago. But for Bierman that was about the only
account he had, so he was glad to sell out.

You had learned from the suppliers everything they
could tell you?





Mann:

Telser:

Mann:

Yes, but that wasn t much In a month. So I went up
to headquarters, and there was a thrill and still Is
about working for a good newspaper. You know It

was a good one, society, sport, financial editors,
and a fine office with nice-looking people and oak
desks and panels and plenty of standing. I figured,
&quot;This is for me.&quot; I stayed there til I went in the

Army in 1917. I learned many things from working
with the newspaper. One of the things: it s

hard to run a commercial plant in connection with a
newspaper, because the newspaper had first call
and you were always getting your promises and your
schedules thrown off. They also liked to make
money, and had a fine cost system, four or five

people In it, and you had to keep your paper work

up and no slipshod floating Jobs through without

dockets, and losing them. They were very militant
In that, and that was the best thing I learned
there, because I have always applied that here.

Things get to slipping through with no record of

buyouts and purchases and important things like
that. And I ve always been cost system conscious
and have found It profitable.

When you went to take charge of the photoengraving
plant, did the newspaper take over any craftsmen in
the plant?

Oh yes. They took over the plant, the craftsmen
and everything. I was the office connection. I have
never worked In the plant.

We were within an overnight ride of Chicago and
the source of labor. They used to send seconds
and unfits out to the outlying jobs. I wouldn t

want to cast any aspersions on any of the people,
but they d &quot;send him down to Omaha or Lincoln until
he sobers up.&quot; Well, we got a lot of those people
in Lincoln, and also had some great Journeyman
geniuses, some wonderful people when they re sober.
You can learn from good journeymen craftsmen. Then

they d get drunk, and we d fire them and they d go
back to Chicago. But it was all good experience.
It was good experience because I found out it s

that way always. People do get drunk or unhappy
and they quit you and I guess you can expect a
certain amount of that. But I learned not to count
on too much. I ve always remembered a foreman who





Mann i came through, a kind of a genius. He had his son
with him, and he had one of these Windsor artist
ties on and carried a violin. He didn t look very
good, but we had been waiting for him, and had lots
of work. So we went upstairs, to the plant. He
didn t wear suspenders, and he played his violin

occasionally and his pants were always hanging
down Just all over. The son was his apprentice,
who didn t know anything about the business at all.

Telsen Photoengraving . . .

Mann i Yes. But they were around a while, and we got along.
He finally wandered away some place. Some of our
more daring Journeymen could make up a cocktail*
out of the industrial chemicals available. Very
effective.

Telsen Were there a lot of itinerants in photoengraving,
as there were In printing?

Mann i There were then. And of course around a newspaper
the State Journal Company had a fine reputation
there were always Itinerant Journalists, photo-
engravers, printers and hot shot schemers. Lincoln
was the state capitol and the University was there.
You d talk with them not officially on the newspaper,
but as friends, you know. Walt Mason was an early-
day syndicated philosopher. He and quite a few
others had worked there. You met wonderful people
with the Journal, and it was a great opportunity.





Photoengraving In Nebraska Prior to World War I

Teiseri I m going to ask you a lot of questions If you don t
mind being Interrupted, because unless someone like
you who ran embers this sort of thing tells It,
this transition Is not going to be recorded. What
physically was the state of photoengraving then?

Mann i Well, that was about 1910, and photoengraving then
was quite crude. You could make your own etching
machines and use carpenters saws and tools. Of
course the cameras and the lenses, those had to be
purchased, but you could run your etching machines
by hooking up a motor and a paddle, and It was very
simple. And many of the Journeymen had their own
formulae for mixing chemicals.

Telseri They did?

Mann i Oh yes. And they d have secret things, so nobody
could go in the darkroom and watch them mix the
chemicals .

Teiserr I didn t know that was In photoengraving!

Mann Oh yes. Yes, a lot of them. They tell about the
old-timers here with some special solutions that
were their own, and when they left they took them
with them.

Telseri It s like ink used to be with pressmen?

Mann: Yes, it s the same thing. The fine pressmen had
certain little Incantations they performed over the
ink and made it work. [Laughter]

Teiseri Tobacco Juice . . .

Mann: Yes, that s right. That was great to use in an
etching machine. The photoengravers were always,
I guess you d say, a fast buncht most of them liked
to drink quite a lot.

Telsen More than the printers?

Mann i Well, I ve wondered whether or not it was bragging,
but they contended they did pretty well when it came
to drinking and whooping it up. They could always





.

Mannt held their own.

Telserj Where had men of that period who were photoengravers
learned their craft? In this country, or were they
foreign?

Mann: Oh no, they d learned It here mostly. A lot of

photoengravers here came from the Mission [district
of San Francisco] and of course from the East. As
young floor boys, they d go to work for a newspaper
or printer and find out a little about engraving
and then get a Job at a photoengraver s. They d

go over and go to work as an apprentice.
,

Teisen Just pick it up.

Mann i Just get a Job and go to work helping a Journeyman.
The unions weren t as strong then as they are now,
and you could have two or three apprentices [per
Journeyman] if you wanted. And that s the way
they learned it. Washing glass was the first step
for a career in photoengraving.

Teiserj So there was no great craft tradition at that point?

Mann i No. No great pride either. It was Just a Job.

Telserj In Lincoln on the newspaper, did they use different
materials or methods than they wou?.d use now In a
newspaper?

Mann: Oh yes. They etched by hand then. It would take an
hour and a half to etch a flat, and now they can etch
them in a few minutes.

Telserj When you speak of etching by hand, you don t mean
entirely?

Mann i They d have to powder it, you know. They would put
It in the bath, give it a bite, and then take it out
and powder it one way, and then put it in and give it
another bite. They d give It four bites, what
was called four powderings, to keep it from under
cutting. If they didn t It would undercut and
there wouldn t be anything left. That s kind of
hard to explain. I could do it if we had a flati bat
everybody knows that. The powder was called Dragons
Blood, fine red quick-melting vegetable substance





Mann i

Teiseri

Maruu

Teisert

Mann i

Teisen

Mann i

from Persia which gave the etcher an added reddish
complexion in addition to the natural glow of health
and indulgence. But you can Imagine it took time.

Now, with Eastman s and &quot;3M
W
equipment, with the

chemical manufacturers prepared solutions and the

machinery manufacturers and those putting in research,
and with the engraving business big enough to Justify
expense in research, things started to progress.

Did they use different metals?

No, they used mostly zinc and copper in the early
days. There were new metals coming along which we
tried to substitute, like aluminum, magnesium,
plastic, steel and mysteries, but no notable success.
The zinc and copper were standard -chen. Today there
are many different metals used with great success.

And the camera work was essentially the same?

Well, it was essentially the same. They put copy
up and made an exposure on a plate, but then they
took glass and Immersed it in a silver solution to
coat their own photographic plates. They d hare a
large bath of silver solution. Which was very
expensive. And would Immerse these glass plates
(that had to be perfect glass) in the silver solution,
and after that they d sensitize it. And you d get
your focus on the camera by moving the whole thing
back and forth, and put your wet plate in and hurry
along and make your exposure before it dried, and
develop out from that. One of the great steps
was when Eastman came along with a film for photo-
engravers. It was fast and sure and you could buy
it and you didn t have the expense of buying silver,
which was quite an item.

They went directly from wet plates to film?

To negative film, yes. That was a great step forward.
And I ve been told that it was a long time before
many of the metropolitan engravers would give up the
silver bath and wet plates.* I don t know why, but
it was. The modern way is expensive, but it saves
time.

*See also pp. 46-48.
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Telsen

Which is more expensive?

Oh, Eastman film. You know, there s a certain amount
of waste in that, and it saves so much time It d
have to be expensive. The skill of the camera
operator had to be improved also. Of course the
old-time wet plate operators wouldn t admit that,
but working with the fast film and all the little
things that you had to do with, it required more
attention to precision timing and the setting of

your lens stops and the reading of your copy to
see exactly what your exposure should be. It

required a different skill.

In the pioneering times all halftone screens
were ruled on specially perfected glass. Levy and
Sons of Philadelphia were standard. Average cost

probably $350.00 and up. Very delicate and dropping
or scratches were quite common. The screens would
have to be boxed and shipped to the factory for
re-polishing. Slowly contact screens were
accepted. They were on film and were less liable
to accidents; also much less expensive. Screens
were 55, 65, 85, 100, 110, 120, 133 150, 175
lines to the Inch. We also had a Drained or Mezzo
screen originally used for botany texts for univer

sity work. The Mezzo screen was unknown for forty
years and it came back as a great novelty a few
years ago.

Then shortly after that another thing came in,
an automatic timing device that would measure the

light thrown on the copy, the same as they would
measure water in a meter. Everybody has those now.

When did that come about?

Well, that came in about twenty, twenty-five years ago,
and it s in common use now. It would have to be.

They set that for so much time and
opened the lens and at the selected exposure, so

many minutes, or when enough light had been thrown
on the copy, it would ring a bell and close off.
Then lately, only in the last few years, they have

brought automatic film processors ?.n.

Let s go back and then come back up to this, if you
will. It s hard to explain the early processes
without comparing them to recent ones, isn t it?
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Mann i Yes .

Teisert I Just want to make sure that as wa go along each
step that you explain as much as possible about what
the practices were technically and In every way
throughout the Industry. What about the business
practices back in Lincoln In photoengraving? You
said they had a very good system, Was It essentially
the system you use now in commercial photoengraving?

Mann i Yes, generally. They kept costs and charged well
for their product. That s the main thing. Work
sheets were on large envelopes which were filed away
with cost sheets and proofs when finished. There
was always a bad mess when someone made a mistake
and had a &quot;spoiled Job&quot; makeover tag. It was on a
depressing colored paper and everybody could see it.
We weren t charged for the Job but It was no honor.

Teisert What was the basis of the charge?

Mann: They sold by the square inch then. They would
measure and sell by the square Inch. And then
along came the chart that we use now. It has the
square Inches figured out. Then they would
use a key figure, six or eight or ten cents. In
other words, these charts would show so many square
Inches on them. You d lay the block on there and It
would say fifteen Inches. If your selling unit was
six cents an inch, why Just multiply. It was much
easier.

Teiser: How did the prices run at that time?

Mann: Well, I remember that very distinctly, in 1910.
Unmounted zinc etchings were five and a half cents
a square inch, and mounted were six cents. Mlnlmums
55 and 60 cents. That s crazy. The pay scale in
1910 was about $35 dollars for a forty-eight hour
week. Overtime straight hourly rate. (But no meat
shortages nor fifty-cent bread.) I don t know what
the rate is now, but it s way up compared to this.

Telsen About what?

Mann: A minimum on four Inches now is eight or nine dollars,
something like that. It used to be 55 cents and 60
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Telsen

Mann:

for a minimum,
different .

Some difference b;it everything Is

Telsen

Mann

Telsen

Mann:

Did you deliver them for that too?

Oh, sure. They had a horse and truck and a little
fellow named Fred who went around. Sometimes
&quot;bicycles. Would It be Interesting, do you think,
about the source of copy? Where the business came
from?

Yes.

It was an agricultural community there In Lincoln,
and naturally we made a lot of pictures of livestock.

They would have livestock sales and posters and
pictures of virile looking stud horses and bulls,
chickens and turkeys. There was quite a business of

produce .

.

This was commercial work for advertising?

Yes. And there were a couple of good manufacturers
there. Believe it or not, the Cushman Motor Works
which makes these little golf cart scooters they
have here now -- Mr. Everett Cushman and Mr. EB.
Sawyer were trying very hard to keep that afloat.
Cushman is still in Lincoln. And they used to use

copper half-tones which we would retouch and make for
them. There were several windmill companies
selling over the western states. Also a broom
factory down at Deshler, several incubator factories
and plants making work clothes like Levis here.
Seed catalogues and work gloves needed plates. Also,
a furniture factorywas coming along;. That was before
manufacturing was concentrated in the big cities.

Elections always brought In work for the

photoengraving plant. Then as now I believe the
editorial takes pleasure In showing up the adver
tisers. Then some candidate from outstate would
bring his work to the Journal . They paid cash and
expected no favors but the newspaper would give him
a bad time. I always hated that treatment for my
friendly customers. Politics was for keeps in those

days.

The University of Nebraska and the Agricultural
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College had quite a volume. Professor Barbour was
prominent In publishing books on the fossil beds and
mastodons discovered In western Nebraska. That Is
still going on.

Lincoln was a center for the wrestling fraternity
like Farmer Burns, Joe Stecker, Chief Montour and
Strangler Lewis. They usually had publicity plates
made up. So many of them had &quot;cauliflower ears&quot;

you could spot them right away. You d say
&quot;Please pay cash.&quot; They had no credit rating.

Black and white?

Yes, all black and white. And of course there were
yearbooks for the out of town schoo?&amp;gt;.s. The university
was there, and they had football posters and a
yearbook that would come out every spring. It would
be a big Job for this small local photoengraver, but
we used to do part of it. We used to go out and call
on the little newspapers around there when the boss
he was very observing would see that I was getting
a little discouraged at production problems he would
suggest a two or three day selling trip. And I d go
up to Fremont and some of the towns and call, selling
photoengraving, and that was a pretty nice tour
then. The Beatrice Foods and the Fairmont Creamery
were still operating near Lincoln. Today both are
international in scope. Made lots of friends.

Selling photoengravings for editorial use to the
newspapers?

Yes, or whatever turned up. Most of them had Job
printing plants in connection with them. They d have
to have, and their equipment was very simple then.
Their plates would be mounted and they d lock them
up and run them.

So by the time you got through with your Lincoln
experience you were well grounded in the photoengraving
business?

Yes, I was. I didn t know it. I had what you might
call a small-town complex, and I wculd go In to
Chicago to an occasional meeting and be scared to
death at the Chicago people. I would figure i not
for me. Too big. But that disappeared later, and
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when I was in business here I was still profiting
by the business principles that I learned there in
Lincoln. The quality should be the bestj your own
printing should be smart, and packages well-marked,
well-labeled, and your people clean j and the offices
clean, everything smart. That paya.

There were very wonderful people there. I
hated to leave a good Job but it was time to go. The
owners* sons were at Harvard, Dartmouth and Yale,
and they came back and naturally took charge of the
business. The sons and grandsons are still
prospering and growing.

I m amazed at their giving you at that young age so
much responsibility.

There were always mature people all around me.
There wasn t much responsibility. And, there were
no great decisions, because you see, everything is
different in a town like Lincoln. No great
metropolitan probiems .

How many people were there?

Oh, they had seven or eight in the engraving
plant, that s all. But the whole &quot;business had
probably 250 people, and 35 In the office and six
or seven salesmen. They had newspaper pressmen
and a lot of reporters and people like that, so my
authority was pretty small. It didn t amount to
much. But I did learn to do things right, because
you were watched, Your cost system. If you
estimated the Job and sold it too cheaply you d
hear about it from the cost man or from the boss,
Mr. Traphagen.

Does the price of photoengraving vary according to
the complexity of the Job?

Oh my, yes. You can get photoengraving you could
get it then and you can get it now for most any
price you want. Quality is what counts, and hand
work. Now, under many circumstances zinc half
tones are more profitable than copper, although
copper sells for about twice what zinc does. But
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coppers are re-etched if they re honestly produced.
They re re-etched and there s a lot of time put in.
The materials are more expensive and it takes

re-etching, and time proofing and re-proofing.

Hand work . . .

Hand work time.

Still now?

There isn t so much of that now. We used to do a
lot of hand work for Ansel Adams, but he finally
found a system in offset that pleased him. And
the Crockers [~H.S. Crocker Company! aided and
abetted Roland Meyer*, and do fine things in offset
now. Also, Mr. George Waters reproductions are
superb.

That s further along in the story.

Yes.

But in this matter of quality of work, the same

plant didn t charge different prices for different
kinds of Jobs?

No. They charged different prices for well
mounted plates I think were ten cents more than
unmounted, and there was a difference between copper
and zinc. But the prices, I guess, were as much
a factor then as they are now, but they seem so
minute now. Now you d say,

H
0h, it ll cost you

twenty bucks more.&quot; That wouldn t make any difference
But that would be the whole Job then, you know.

We always used to be Interested when the

[
Nebraska ] State Fair time came around. There

were speciality artists who drew horses, cattle and
things like that. A man named Hildebrand of
international fame who drew or photographed prize
stock, would come through, and I knew him. A
great treat to know Mr. Hildebrand. They d have

*Roland Meyer was an outstanding Crocker Company
salesman who was particularly effective in creating
high quality reproduction Jobs. See also pp. 60 and 6l .
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Mann: these big imported stallions rearing up there, with
small Ehglish grooms and we used to make plates
for Mr. Hildebrand and the owners and others who
came through. Pairs always have exciting sounds and
smells. That was quite a time, State Pair time.
It still is.
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War Service and a Brief Movie Career

Teiser: How old were you when you left that Job?

Mann: Well, let s see. The War
(&quot;World

War I] came along,
and I was 27 when I left in November 1917. I was
unattached and unmarried, and a lot of the friends
I knew in college I didn t go to college but I
was around the campus on business and knew many of
them were going in the air service, so I went in
the air service. In 1917 the air service was a
branch of the Signal Corps. I went to Fort Cmaha
first and took an examination for the balloon
school. Why, I didn t know. Balloon observers
were expendable. But I passed. They ask you,
which is red and which is green, and if you could
hear a watch tick, and that s about all; I was in.
And then they said, &quot;Go home. Don t call us,
we ll call you.&quot; So before they activated the
balloon school they switched everybody over to
straight aviation, flying, and I went from there
to the University of Texas at Austin, where I was a
cadet; later to Love Field at Dallas and Kelly
Field at San Antones finished up flying, but here
at Mather Field as a second lieutenant pursuit
pilot. I was glad the war was over. There are few
World War I pilots left now. I nevsr considered it
great fun. The equipment we used seems fantastic
today. Night flying and Dawn Patrol* were not very
safs, even over Sacramento and Lodi.

Teiseri You didn t get into combat?

Mann: Thank goodness I didn t. You see, they were getting
ready for thousands of new fliers wno had just
graduated, to send over the next spring to &quot;swamp&quot;

them over there, and there wasn t much future in
that. They were all ready to go, but I was glad the
war was over.

Teiser: Yes.

Mann: And, there was a great California experience coming
into my life. There was a very fine man named
Culver in Lincoln, Nebraska, and his son had





Manns pioneered Culver City. So Lincoln friends gave me
letters to Harry Culver, and &quot;maybe you can get
into something in the movies, publicity or something.&quot;

I had two or three letters, and I went down to
Hollywood and went around and saw those people. I

was able to get a bit in one movie, as an actor.
And it was cornball! It was Charles Ray in a
picture called &quot;Hayfoot, Strawfoot.&quot; We were all
fired up. I had a little moustache and a red
headed army friend Red* Platt. The make-up
department fixed us up fine and we were seated in
the front row at an army camp show. It seemed
strange but Charles Ray had a lot of chickens and
they got away from him. And they threw chickens at
us, like this, you know, and we were ducking. It
wasn t a very romantic role. It s been amazing,
though, how many people saw that, &t home and all
over, people I d known in the service. It was
all around. But I didn t get very far with that.
I wasn t used to that type of people. They re
beautiful people, but they d come around and say,
&quot;You haven t got a buck, have you?&quot; Or, fifty cents,
and that s a fact. And that didn^- seem very good,
so I pulled out and came up here.
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San Francisco Photoengraving in 1919 and the 1920* a

Teiser: What made you think of coming here?

Mann i I liked San Francisco. We had been through here on
the way down, and like everyone else I was Impressed.
I remember I got out on Montgomery and Calliornla
Streets and walked around there and thought, &quot;Boy,

this Is for me If I can make It.&quot; We arrived on
New Year s Eve, 1918. The War was just over, and
I started around looking for a Job, and I went to

quite a few places. I finally got a Job at the
Sierra Art and Engraving Company here.

Telsert Who was In charge there?

Mann i Mr. Ed Russ* and Mr. Al Antz.**
.

Telsen Is Mr. Russ still alive?

Mann: I don t hardly think so. The last time I saw him
he looked quite elderly. He was a bicycle racer and
was very well-known for his Olympic Club activities,
very well-known. Pine man. He was the shop and art
end of it, and Mr. Antz was the business end, I

wasn t there very long, but they d give you a pay
check, and &quot;Could you wait until about Tuesday to
cash this?&quot; And I thought, &quot;Oh, what kind of a
business Is this?&quot; When I d worked at the Journal,
it was solid and substantial as the flank of Calif
ornia. And the Sierra had lots of work. They had
Cal Pack [California Packing Corporation] and a
lot of other things they did. But they didn t get
enough money for it, or something. Maybe I shouldn t

say it, but it is a fact that they weren t very
well financed.

Teiser: That was a typical shop here In San Francisco, was
it not?

Mannt A typical commercial shop.

*Edmund F. Russ.

**AIbert H. Antz
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Teiser: A successful one by reputation?

Mann: For many years, yes. That was one of the best.
There were several large shops. One was the Commer
cial Art and Engraving Company, yon remember
them; and of course the Sierra Art and Engraving
Co. (Those are the shops that were here in 1931 t

I copied that off of an old list.* There were many
more small shops than there are now.) The American
Engraving and Color Plate Company and Sterling were
large shops featuring color.

Teiser i Who was in charge of American?

Mann: Howard Griffith. You remember some of these people.
Max Flader was in charge after Howard Griffith s
death. Case Dregge and Walter Thompson headed the
Sterling. Also Lester O Connor.

Teiser i Yea, I do.

Mannt Then there were two or three newspaper shops and
Mr. Bill Mack,** who was always around. As we
went along in association business 1- ** I mention
those people as being some of the stout members who
would keep the association together when the members
would get off the beam and everybody walked out.
Mrc Duff Murnik of Oakland National and Ed Dlstell
of San Jose Mercury were always around. Also Al
Hoffman of Hoffman and Collier (later Graphic Arts).
We are Jumping around here. This was the way we
started in June 1919* Mr. Lauck and I were working
for the Sierra Art and Engraving Co. and Mr. Lauck
had a German friend named Pausch who had a little
photoengraving firm at 56 3 Clay Street called the
Commercial Photo and Engraving Company. He did
very fine work and was what you would call a craft
operator from Germany and a terrific engraver. But
there again he didn t have much Idea on time, so we

*See Appendix I .

**William Mack, Acme Photo Engraving Company.

***Northern California Photoengravers Association,
later Photoengravers Association of Northern California.
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bought him out. Our main account was the University
of California Press. Mr. Flynn and his lady
assistant were wonderful to me alws.ys. I went over
every Wednesday to deliver and pick up work. After
years of association with the account it drifted to
Duff Mumik who was nearer and did quality work. I

guess he still has what Is left.

You went to work for him, Pausch?

No, we bought him out.

Oh, Sierra bought him out?

No, we did. Mr. Lauck and I.

You left Sierra?

Yes. I had a chance with Mr. Lauck to buy Mr.
Pausch out. I believe it was something like
$6,000 for the works, and he would stay with us for
six months. I figured again not to throw anything
at the Sierra, because I wouldn*t be here if it
hadn t been for them. I m forever indebted but
I knew my future wouldn t be very bright there. I

wanted to try it myself. I borrowed some money from
my mother, and Mr. Lauck borrowed a little from his
father, and we were in business, and I started to
work very hard going around selling.

This was in 1919?

1Q19. June first. I stayed with the Sierra about
sir months, from January to June first, 1919*

You were selling there?

Yes. Now I m getting a little involved here.

I m trying to slow you down to get details.

It s so clear in my mind, that I skim over it.

Well, it seemed unfair to me to walk out on
these kind people who had given me a job. And I

thought, &quot;That isn t a very good thing to do.&quot; But
they were nice about it. And so we bought this old
man out, and he had very little machinery. It was
most all done by hand.
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Telsen What machinery did he have?

Mann: He had a camera. And he etched by an etching tub*,
you know, one of those that goes back and forth like
this. And he had a router and a beveller and a
proofer i that s all. He did have a fine apprentice
named Paul Lauck who later became prominent in
advanced engraving. Paul Lauck was my partner s
brother.

Telser: Did he have less than Sierra had, for instance?

Mann: Oh, yes. The Sierra had a very well-equipped shop.

Teisen What did it have at that time in addition to what you
were saying?

Mann t Sierra had two or three color cameras working, and
it had the last word in proofing and everything
good. It was proved shortly after, when they
commenced to bring in more improvements. They had
a well-equipped shop.

Teisen They were doing color work, weren t they?

Mannt They made some art subjects, yes.

Teisen Weren t they doing quite advanced color work then?

Mann: Yes, way advanced. It wasn t commercially practical,
but they were doing it. Mr. Russ was a negative
stripper, and I ve always admired what he was
doing. He was an expert on labels. There was an
artist here named Mr. Sidney Armour. I guess he
was before your time. He had a daughter who was an
artist later. But he would make these beautiful
little water colors of apricots and peaches and
prunes and flowers and things, and Mr. Russ would make
negatives of those. Then if Gal Pack wanted a
label, Mr. Russ would strip the type up and the
illustrations, and he knew all about the government
requirements, so he was a very Important man here
in the label business . And that was before color
photography came in, so those things all had to be
done by hand from little &quot;vignettes*&quot; Before color
photography, food color copy was made from paintings.
McCann Erlckson had a very fne artist, Phil Heber,
who could paint a whole platter of baked beans with
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each bean perfect. Great talent &jid patience.
His things have never been surpassed for food
advertising. And not only that, but Russ also
used to supply negatives to people who were getting
flower and seed catalogues in other places. They
could write to him and find out what he had in the way
of tomatoes or things, and he could supply them.

The color work that I remember I guess they were
art subjects. I remember one of a courtyard
from a painting. I think it was done with a
camera with a prism. Wasn t that a three-plate
camera?

Yes, so they didn t have to strip it. Those never
worked out very well. The one-shot camera; they
would get the film (&quot;positioned] this way
straight and two on &quot;the side, through prisms.

Black and white film?

Yes. And then they d print one over the other, and
that was supposed to be a great saving. But it
never seemed to work out. And on the [photoengraving]
camera end of it there has never baen any
great substitute for the skill ana artistry or the
operator. That s one place where they ve never
surpassed and they ve almost done it with scanners
and all of the things you read about but
there s still the final personal touch on real things,
the skill of the operator.

That s what used to be said about the man who did
hand correcting.

There s supposed to be very little of that now.
There always will be a little, but now they match
colors; and they have densltometers, so they can
look at the size of the dot and anticipate the

things amazingly close.

Well, so you went into business for yourself to
come back to that. I think so many of these things
are so familiar to you that, as I say, unless
somebody happens to ask you to tell them they won t

be on the record anywhere.

Bill Clvlello and Phil Smith at Walker s* have
always been the ones Interested In that, they re

* Walker Engraving Company





Mann i Interested in other things etching or color
and proofing strikes on something. But Bill Clviello
was always the one who said, &quot;You should put these
things down.&quot;
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The Photoengravers Association of Northern California

Manns To digress for a minute, I made a speech at the
west coast convention last year, and It was on the
humorous side, a true account.

Telsen At the national convention?

Mann i No, the one here. The Western States Plate Makers
Conference. We used to have some thumping times.
One of the things was the first association meeting
Mr. Lauck and I went to. &quot;Old man 1 Pausch was a
timid little man, and he wanted us to come up and
&quot;meet the people.&quot; It was In the Call Building.
So Mr. Lauck and I fixed up, and want In and sat
down like good boys In the back of the hall there.

[Laughter] And things were going along pretty well,
and a door burst open and In came Mr. Dregge, who
was weaving. He may have had a couple of beers.
And he walked up to Mr. Blatchley, who was an
Englishman, and like the British very dignified
always smoked a pipe and Dregge walked up and
called him an unprintable name, and crook and
liar. And young Mr. Harry Blatchley came up behind
Dregge and Jumped on him, and then Griff and every
body got in on it, and the furniture, chairs and
spitoons were all shoved around and there were big
fighting noises. Somebody called the police and they
took Dregge down to the pokey. They got him out the
next nnmlng. Everybody has heard that [story] time
and again, but that was our first meeting. In
spite of all those things, they [the Association
members] would be back all together for the next
meeting.

Another annual &quot;frolic&quot; was the winter &quot;Old

Timers&quot; meeting. Usually held in the States
Restaurant at 5th and Market. Cocktails and other
drinks were served all evening naturally. The
stories were always about the old earthquake and fire
and always about the building which dropped down three
stories in the Mission and all remembered how you
could walk right in through the tMrd story window.
A famous man about town and story teller was a
proofer named Tommy Hopper whose weekends
supplied material for the following year. His heart
was solid gold and he went to the funeral of one of
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the mutual friends. The chief mourner was taking
it pretty hard. During one of the quiet moments
he said, &quot;Cut out that God damned music, my heart s

broke.&quot; I guess Bill Mack and Duff Murnlk may
remember but most everyone else has changed Jobs
since those times. There was usually a little
pushing around about the correctness of dates or
addresses or names but always there was a strong
feeling of friendship and they would help out when
trouble came.*

The Association had been started before then?

I don t know when it had started, but that was our
first, and it was a considerable ceremony to go to
the Association with Mr. Pausch. And I remember
they used to have some horrible fights. It seems
to me it was usually over college yearbooks,
college and school books

[&quot;annuals]. Everybody was
trying to get a piece of the school book business.
And so the salesmen would go out working for one
firm and make a ridiculous price and take it away
from the one who had It the year before.** It s

the same story that anybody in business knows. And
then the man would get mad and call him a damn
crook. There were always accusations of sending
the editor of the big school books down to Los
Angeles on a trip or buying him a new suit or

entertaining him, and that was a source of great
unhappiness among our friends. It c s quite different
now. (I m going back to today.) And there were
large specialized firms with great organizations who
would send their salespeople out.

Specialized school book people, were they, going
after the national school annual business?

Yes. The Bureau of Engraving in Minneapolis had

*Por further recollections of the period of 1919
and the 1920 s, see pp. 32-3^.

**See also p. 58.
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salesmen out through here, and they could under

quote us
(&quot;local printing industry companies] and

do the whole book from Minneapolis. Then there
would be another one come in . The first thing you
knew there was only one firm here, I think, that
did any appreciable amount, and that s still over
in Berkeley! California Art. They were about the
last. They used to do a lot of the books. I

notice students around high schools with their
books, but they re done some place else.

Where did we come across a plant?
Vlsalia?

Outside of

Yes. They emboss the covers and do the whole thing.
And that is another source* that s gone. And they re
most all done offset now, not letterpress; it s

toe expensive.

But it was a very good source of business, was it
not?

Oh yes. Yes. The two big ones hero were the
Blue and Gold and the Stanford Quad, and there are

only a few firms here who could do those. That
would be the American, that was Mi-r Griffith, and
Mr. Blatchley fCommercial Art & Engraving], and
Sterling Engraving, Walter Thompson.

Mr. Blatchley s Commercial Art Company on
Third Street was the shop that many of these members
had worked for. He wasn t a practical photoengraver.
He was an artist. But he had a b g plant, and
many of the active photoengravers splintered off from
him some way. But he was always standing up there,
a handsome old fellow, smoking a pipe.

Mr. Griffith was a pretty sharp operator, and
Mr Dregge was a sharp operator. And they used to

gang up on Mr. Blatchley for some of the things
he would try to do to get Jobs. He couldn t do
that i he wasn t the type. And they d get on to it,
and let him string along and then bring these facts

up to him and make him very uncomfortable and
everybody else. He was a fine old man, but he was
a little outclassed with some of the modern young
tactics. But they all were friends1 when the chips
were down, too.

Yee. It s been a small group and a close group,
hasn t It?

*of photoengraving business
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Mannt Pretty tight. You girls came In about the time of
Mr. Benson

[&quot;Albert Benson, executive secretary of
the Photoengravers Association] didn t you?

Teisen Yes. We started covering news for Western Printer
and Lithographer In 1950. He had been here for some
years by then.

Mann: Chronologically, we came to an interesting time
about 1926, around in there. We had a strike,
and Benson came in with us at the time of the strike.
One of the fine photoengraving firms in Portland
was Hicks-Chatten. About 1928 Mr. Chatten and his
son sold their interest and came down to San
Francisco where they bought the San Francisco Photo
Engraving Company from Charles Sloane. Unfortunately
it was just before the strike. It was a bad time
to get started but they stuck it out and Wesley
Chatten was quite an asset here.

Telsen You must have started being active with the Association
right after you and Mr. Lauck went Into business.

Mann: Well, yes. But the people like Griff, and those
people who are busy take a young member full of

beans, you know, and &quot;put this fellow to work.&quot; So
I was made president in 1924.

Telser: After you d been a member only five years?

Mann i And I got a watch, a beautiful watch.

Telser: What was the name of the organization then?

Mann: It was the Northern California Photoengravers
Association, and then It was changed to the
Photoengravers 1 Association of Northern California.
It amounts to the same thing. Somebody came in
and wanted the word &quot;photoengraving&quot; to be first,
which I think is a wonderful thought; but as
treasurer I had to buy new stationery and a
number of things. That was all right.
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Teiser: When you first came into the industry here in 1919,
were there any photoengraving companies in town that
were not members of the Association.

Mann: Oh yes, there always have been; there are now. I

don t know how many shops there are in town now, but
In every metropolitan area there are always people
who, for their own reasons and probably they re
plenty good enough, don t want to loin up.

Teiser: Were there any outstanding ones, any well-known
ones?

Mann i No, They never seemed to get to be outstanding.
There are almost no &quot;open shoppers,&quot; and I have
always worked on the principle that unless
people have enough &quot;something&quot; in them to want to
Join (this is a little trite) and put some time in
with the people doing the same thing, I don t think
they ever get very big or very dlgr-ifled, very
outstanding.

Teisen You ve always had a union shop?

Mann: Oh yes. Well, we went non-union for a few years
until Mr. Roosevelt came in, 1934.

Teiser: When you first came here this was a union town
pretty much so far as photoengravers were concerned?

Mann: Yes. It always has been and always will be. But
they were poorly advised, and you couldn t do what
we did then . The main split was the 5 day 40
hour week . The hours were 6 days 48 hours . You
couldn t do it now. But the business agent, Jim
Dunn, pulled the men out, and we made a connection
in Los Angeles .

Teiser: When was this?

Mann: Let s see. About 1928, 29.

Teiser: Why did he pull them out?

Mann: Oh, why do they pull them out! They wanted more
money, and they wanted all kinds of things. Shorter
hours and fringe benefit:
It s never changed.

It s the same as now.

Teisert Had contract negotiations preceded this?
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Oh, yes. They negotiated for months. There was the
Industrial Association here then. San Francisco
had had great troubles with big strikes and violence
and people getting beat up and shot. So the big
corporations formed the San Francisco Industrial
Association for protection. I guess that was
formed before your time, but you would have known all
about it then. It was a big deal. They hired strike
breakers with pick handles and axes and so forth.
A bad deal for everybody.

This was in the twenties?

Yes. And Colonel Boynton* was the general. Well,
they were glad to take us on to represent the
association because the thing that we split on was
the *K&amp;gt; hour week. I think we had been working ^8
or something like that. And the big printers, and
there were some big ones here, like Schmidt Lithograph
and Traung Brothers, those people didn t want shorter
hours to start in the graphic arts. You can see
that . So they, the llthographers f all belonged to
the Industrial Association. The photoengravers were
a minute industry but the Industrial Association
welcomed us in because of the threat of *K) hours.
So we made connections in Los Angeles, and we d
air express work back and forth.

You mean when they pulled their men out you closed
your shop?

We closed the shop, yes, but we kept doing business.
We d wrap copy up, and air express was going then,
and we had friendly photoengravers in Los Angeles.
And they weren t busy, and they were all open
shop there, and they sold much cheaper than we did
here. I ve always remembered thac. I thought
this was going to be awful but I did just about as
well flying the stuff to Los Angeles at 40# off
and selling it here at our price paying the express.
But you couldn t do that indefinitely, and within a
reasonable time the Open Shop Association of
America commenced to recruit for us, so we had
crews .

Is that right?

Yes. Then, of course, Mr. Roosevelt came In, and

*Altert E. Boynton

**See also p. 65





Mann i they all had to Join a union.

Teisen Then you were open shop from about 28 or 29 to . . .

Mann t To 33 or 3^t yes.

Telser: Every photoengraver in the city?

Mannt Well, no. There was California Art which Mr.
Blatchley had bought over in Berkeley and hired
all union men and tried to operate, but there always
seemed to be difficulties. I hope I don t get shot
for this, but you ll have to use your judgment
the Industrial Association was very powerful. The
Southern Pacific and all of the big firms were
paying into it, and it was quite the thing then. One
of the fellows at our meeting sald t

M
0h, the

hell with this. I m tired. I m going to sign up
with the union.&quot; And it was a feI2.ow who was
doing mostly Southern Pacific work. So Colonel
Boynton said, &quot;All right. You go ahead and sign up.&quot;

Colonel Boynton called the Southern Pacific. The

photoengraver not only changed his mind and didn t

sign up, in fact he became very active for our side.
That s the way those things worked.
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San Francisco Photoengraving in 1919 and the 1920* s,

Continued

Mann:

Teiser:

Mann

I made some notes, Miss Teiser, about starting here
at the time I did. June, 1919, when I started,
was an ideal time for a young man just out of the Army
to start out here. There never was before and there
never has been a better time to start in the graphic
arts business, because in the first place the
corporations like Standard

[~
0i -

-l
an L̂ ^al Pack,

Telephone Company and Southern Pacific, and such firms,
were becoming aware of the value of public relations
and of internal house organs and of advertising.
They were recruiting young men coning in, and
putting them on Jobs that developed later into
editors, advertising, public relations and sales
managers. Up to that time many of these tasks
had been done by an employee who could write a
little, or maybe a girl secretary. They hadn t

gone deeply into the value of houso organs and what
they could do for public, industrial and employee
relations.

Did Southern Pacific still have Sunset as a company
magazine?

No, they divested themselves of that. The
Southern Pacific was still operated by the wartime
railroad commission. But they had a magazine,
The Bulletin, and I was very fortunate in that
Jim Morris was down there. He came up to our
office, and this has always impressed me. He
wanted to get a &quot;cut&quot; made. And an he didn t look
too good, I asked, &quot;Who s It for?&quot; And he said it
was for the S. P. Company, and I said, &quot;I ve been
down there calling, and don t get any place.&quot;

&quot;Well,&quot; he said, &quot;you don t call at the right
places. Come in and see me.&quot; Which I did. He
was assistant editor of the S. P. Bulletin , you
see, and they told him to go out and get that cut
made himself.

It was identically the same thing with Standard
Oil Company. A man named Mr. Fred Wilkie came in,
and he looked Just like an ordinary fellow, he

said, &quot;Go up and see Mr. Drynan.&quot; And I don t think





The crew of 1920. Left to right: Louis Lauck, Ellis, Maul, Paul Lauck, Alfred Day, David Walker, Lewis Waldron,

Walter Mann. Seated: Mrs. Marie Luther.

The 1935 crew on completion of Standard Oil Company manuals.

Photographs Courtesy of the Walter J. Mann Company
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there s been many days since [thatj we haven t had
work in here from the Standard Oil Company and
Southern Pacific. The war was over and things were
just starting again, so that the corporations were
moving. And I made contacts during that time that
have influenced all my business life here.

Well, you must have got off to a good start to have
established yourself well enough for those people
to come to you by then.

Yes. Without being too bright, we d contacted all
the printers right away. You know: &quot;Here s a new
outfit, and if anybody comes in wanting to get any
plates, send them over.&quot; So these fS.P., Standard
Oil and others

)
all came in through a printer.

Did you go see them all, or did you mail things
soliciting business?

I mailed things, letters, and kept giving them the
sales pitch on direct mail. I had to if I didn t
make good I d have to go back to Lincoln, and I
didn t want to do that. I was more fortunate than
many other young veterans in later wars. They
would make a great effort to locate here before
going back to the old home town . We have talked
with many 01 them.

Did you start early using direct mail? I remember
for many years you sent out perfectly marvelous
direct mail pieces with very fine engravings.

I started immediately.

Have you any of your old mailing pieces?

No, I don t think I have. If I have, they re in
some place I don t know where they are. Some of
them are pretty good. You could be young and funny
then. Remember the kids used to wear slickers, those
yellow slickers with signs painted on them? I had
a good drawing made of a yellow slicker with my
name on the back, and a lot of things like that
were pretty good. But that is the way the business
started to come In.

Did you do all the so-called outside work and your
partner, Mr. Lauck, the inside work?
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He was an artist, and we had a couple of other
artists, but he didn t like to go out. Artists
don t like to go out, and so I did all of that.

About that same time the source of photographic
copy was increasing, and the correspondents for
the magazines would send in much better amateur
photo copy than they used to. It was easy to
reproduce and looked good, and the magazines all
looked better, which was a big help. Lots of
copy coming in, and the more photos the more
plates people would use
worked up.

So, that s the way it

The standard of photographs improved?

Oh, yes. For instance, earlier at nights when they
had to make a picture they had. a flash powder they d
sprinkle on the flash pan and shoot it, &quot;Bang.&quot;

That scared the hell out of everybody, and there d
be powder all over everything. Than flash bulbs
came in, and that opened up a whole new world of
photography, and we profited by it. Everybody
did.

A whole new world of meeting and banquet pictures
opened up. I have heard William Randolph Hearst
was the greatest advocate of flash bulbs from the
very first shot.

Yes, that s right. That was wonderful. That, of
course, came along at the same tims as
the improved methods of etching.

About when was that?

Well, it must have been in the early thirties.
Maybe they had been experimenting with them. You d
read about them In the trade publications, but
they became common to everybody sorae place in the
thirties.
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There was another thing during that time that we
used to be bothered with. There would be big
promotion operators come through from the East, who
figured us as kind of a bunch of country Jakes
out here. I remember one of them that wore a derby
hat, and he bought out a little engraving plant
on Third Street and was going to show everybody
here how to do it. But he didn t last very long.
They never seem to last very long, with the friend
ships we had (&quot;with customers). I have never
forgotten a thing in my early days selling. I went
to the great Mr. August Bruhn who was production
man for McCann-Erlckson I had heard his name
and I went and told him thai; we had this old man,
a great copper etcher, and a couple of new things.
McCann-Erlckson was always big time. So I said I
could save him some money, I thought, on his photo
engraving, Just a little. And he was pretty nice,
and said, &quot;Don t ever say that, because we re not
Interested in that. We re interested in better
work.&quot; I always remembered that from him. That
wasn t the approach. And so I used the other,
of quality rather than save anybody any money.
Mr. Bruhn and I were good friends for many years.

When you first came here, the lithographers weren^t
even considered part of the printing industry, were
they?

Yes, but not intimately they were in a different
kind of work.

I ve recently interviewed six Schmidt Lithograph
people, and I realize they had almost no connection
with the rest of the graphic arts people in those
days.

No. They don t have a great deal now. They re
too big. But the printer of Sunset always was a
letterpress outfit, and there was H S. Crocker Company
and Schwabacher-Frey and Hicks-Judd printers.

You ve heard of them, haven t you?
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Teiseri They did a lot of work in connection with the 1915
Panama Pacific Exposition here.

Mann: Yes, that s right. They were big letterpress users.
It would take a little time to dig around and find

those, but there were some pretty good medium-
sized ones. Beck Gerlach was one of them, and
James H. Barry they re still doing business
and, let s see, (&quot;Charles L.J Conlan came in later.
Kennedy-ten Bosch and Gil martin Printing were in
business then and Taylor & Taylor. I could go to
where they were then but there have been many
changes.

.

Did you go around to see them often?

Oh yes, I did that regularly.

How much of your work was sold directly to the buyers
of printing and how much to the printers?

Well, we always encouraged it to come from the

buyers, from the corporations, because they had more
money, and they would pay you without a discount.
And the printers would sometimes have to add on to

your bill and it would take a long time before we d

get our money. So we always tried to sell direct.

Teiser: How did you make your peace with the printers under
those circumstances?

Mann Well, you d make good enough friends with the

corporations so they would dominate. And they would

say, &quot;I want Walt Mann to have this, he will supply
you with the plates.&quot; And printers were glad to

get the printing job without mixing up with the

plates. Sometimes plates were trouble for them.

They d get in trouble and nobody looks for trouble.
I have many remembrances where the corporations
would have to step in and help us out.

There was a man named Mr. Severance* here who
had a big plant across the way, did a lot of Southern
Pacific work. Big plant. But those people go out
of business, and I wonder where they all went.
You know, It Just happens.

*Alfred D. Severance
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Telser: Yes. Zellerbach* and Blake, Moffitt** had a big part
In the whole Industry, didn t they?

Mann: Paper houses have always played a big part in
advertising and graphic progress. There were times
when a printer would have trouble and the easiest
out was to blame the engravings. The paper houses
had experts around to help. One of the greatest
was Zellerbach 1 s Archie Munson. He was a friend of
everybody in the industry and when things were about
to blow up between the pressman and the engraver
Archie would be called regardless of whose paper
was being used and his calm and capable presence
usually brought a successful ending. I ll be
forever greatful for his inspiring friendship on
many occasions.

H . S. Crocker s were doing a good deal of letter
press at that time, were they not?

Practically all letterpress, although they did have
a big offset department. And the Crockers were
always fine to do business with. They were top in
salesmen .

Telser: Who owned Crocker?

Mann: Who did own them? I was always so interested in

getting an order that I wasn t interested much in
who owned them, although I knew who owned them.
But I don t remember now. There are so many facets.
The Sunset [Press] was always good. They worked
closely with the Southern Pacific. And as a matter
of fact, the Sunset magazine was started by President
Paul Shoup of the Southern Pacific to exploit the
Sunset route. You knew that. Naturally it was
printed by Mr. Shoup s friend Mr. Tlbbits*** and the
Sunset Press.

Teiser: Yes.

Mann: They owned it. But when they tried to get it into
private hands it kept coming back to them. Of
course Zellerbach and other paper houses were in
on it. And finally |&quot;Mr.

L. W.] Lane came in, the
man who made the great success of it. Mr. Lane
was from back in my country as an editor or manager

*Zellerbach Paper Company.

**Blake, Moffitt & Towne.

***H.C. Tibbits
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of Successful Farming, In Iowa. He was an experleced
Middle West, hard-hitting, dirt farm manager, and
put Sunset on its feet. Mr. Lane was very fortunate
in having two capable sons who have advanced
Sunset s position greatly.

I guess he discovered a new kind of formula.

Well, he knew exactly what to do and applied some
of the well-known formulas. They had had a lot of
amateurs here trying to make Sunset too artistic.
Some people from the Bohemian Club &quot;were trying to
run it, and they didn t know how. fLaughter] But
Larry [Lane] came in. He was friendly with every
body. &quot;Everybody liked him and his sons.

Then your main contacts were with the companies,
but you also had to stay friends with the printers
because you kept having to work with them, didn t

you?

That s the whole answer. You had to be friendly
with all the printers. Not only in the front shop,
but you had to find the names of the pressmen, and
the people who were going to lock ffche forms] up.

You did?

Yes, because they can foul you up Just as well as
anybody else, if you re not real friendly. Take a

good pressmen as a friend, then he can take you out
of a lot of trouble -- scratched plates, warped
mountings, and things like that. The pressman Is
a great friend.

Printers don t like people to run around the back
shops. How did you manage?

Oh, they didn t mind It then. It *as all different.
After you had known them for five or ten years, you
could go around. It was always pleasant in the
latter years to go into a shop and have somebody
&quot;whoop&quot; at you. You know, give you the old
Oklahoma hello, some old friend.
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The Beginning of the Walter J. Mann Company

Teisen What did you call the business in the beginning?

Mannj It was called the Commercial Photo and Engraving
Company. The names Commercial Photo Engraving
Co. and Commercial Art were very similar. Pilmer
brothers were electrotypers and legal printers and
one morning when we were Just getting started
Pilmer *s delivery man came in and left a large
package with enough legal drawings to keep us busy
three months. It was for Commercial Art naturally
but it made good conversation material between the
three firms for years.

Teisen And you were then where?

Mann i At 563 Clay Street over here, where L Odeon
restaurant is now. We had the second floor.
Oliva Brothers? famous north beach characters, had
the ground floor. Our neighbors on Clay Street were
unbelievable. Mr. A. P. Giannlni, Mr. Al Gock
and many of the founders of the Bank of Italy ate
breakfast at Tadich s, like a small town. Every
body was buying stock.

Teiser: When did you change the name?**
-

Mann: First changed to Lauck Mann then later to The
Walter J. Mann Co.

Teiser i Did your partner leave then?

Mann i Yes. That was another thing I ve talked to many
young people about. People get into partnerships
and they have stars in their eyes and think, &quot;Boy,

this is going to be great. Me and my pal, see.
We re all right.&quot; And you have no money. And while
you re building, that s fine. You &quot;ooth work like
hell. Then, pretty soon you get things coming a
little, and your partner gets different ideas, and
sometimes he has children, and they come down to the
office and sit at your desk and say, &quot;Dad, is this
yours, or is this . . . ?&quot;

And I had worried about that, because the
harder you work in a partnership the more the thing

*Silvio, A.R. (Gus) and Albert E. Oliva

**See page 4-0.
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becomes worth and the more it s going to cost you to
get out of it, either buy or sell it. In other words,
the harder you work on It the more trouble it s

going to be to walk out standing up. And so we had
a little job there, and Mr. Lauck didn t get in
and one of the other artists did it. When he came
in he spoke harshly to me for giving it to the
other artist. And I told him I would like to buy
him out, and I had made some arrangements. He
said, &quot;What do you mean?&quot; And I said, &quot;Well, Lou,
I m not happy here, and I don t think you are either,
and I ll give you some of our art work and I ll give
you all of our photography and I ll do everything I
can for you, but I want to go it alone.&quot; So, we
got a lawyer, and I bought him out the next evening,
and. I paid $7,500 for half interest in it. I

got part of it from the bank and part of it from my
mother. And then I started out with a great load
off my shoulders. I think everyone who has been
in a partnership and I ve known many, many of
them I think three partners are worse, if they
don t agree, because two gang up on the other one.
It s natural that two of them will be closer than the
three.

What year was this?

Let s see. It must have been about 1924, some three
or four years after we started.

And then it became the Walter J. Mann Company?

Yes. The Walter J. Mann Company. 1 see Mr. Lauck
regularly. I saw him a week ago. He s partially
blind, but always a very good friend.

Saved the friendship and lost the partner.

Yep.

When, incidentally, did you marry?

About that time. 1920. We moved to Mill Valley in

1923-

Teiseri And Mrs. Mann was a San Francisco girl?
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Yes. She was with the Forest Service, and a good
stenographer, so she used to help me write letters.
Of course, every successful man s wife
helped him write and mail out letters.

What was her maiden name?

Her maiden name was Alma Kranz. She had grown up in
Vallejo and then the East Bay. With the exception
of a married cousin and her husband here, there
was no immediate family. We married, free and
easy, and things were great.

Did she work with you for some time?

Well, no, she stayed with the Forest Service for a
while, and then John* came along in November of 21
and we moved over to Mill Valley. And, as I say to
people, I m the oldest of everything. One of the
oldest residents of Mill Valley. We were well
settled there in 23. The Ad Club, the Press Club
and the Mill Valley Tennis Club I m an Honorary
Member of that but always a senior. You get
older, and I don t know whether that s good or
not. I guess It is.

Don t I remember that Mrs. Mann used to be in the
office occasionally?

During the war she came in and we worked together.
John was away, there was a shortage of able bodied
help, not much to do at home, so she was secretary,
stenographer, shipping clerk and everything. She
enjoyed that too. Met lots of people.

Those were exciting times. Worrisome, but
lots of movement. A young Navy officer came in,
plunked down a big canvas bag full of cash and said,
&quot;Our ship is in, finally, this money is from the
ship s company fund, here s a bunch of pictures
and we d like to get out a memorial book!&quot; That
kind of thing was to be expected.

*John A. Mann, their son, born In San Francisco,
November 7, 1921.





Mann: The photoengraving business I have never
heard or seen any kind of a business that I would
rather be in. We work with pictures, you know,
and this picture turned up in a file a 1920

picture. That s a funny looking bunch of birds.

Teisert What snappy dressers you all were. Are you in
there?

Mann i Yes. Don t you recognize me? What was the name of
that &quot;hot&quot; tailor who made suits? &quot;Classy Clancey.&quot;

This [showing another picture] is more dignified.
That was a big $20,000 Standard Oil job we did.

Teiser: 1935. Maybe we could ask you for copies of a couple
of these to include in this interview?

Mann: Well, you can. [Showing another] John is kind of
a card, and that^s the help we took up on the
roof. [Laughter |

We had laughs. They re all
pretty good, looking people . Maybe I can scare up
some.





The Rise or Photoengraving

Teisen In the next interview perhaps you d discuss the

span of photoengraving as you have witnessed it.
You were in it when It was fairly young and have
seen it go a course.

Mann i Mr. Peterson* and I were talking about this, and
the thing about this interview. I m glad to do It,

delighted and so are some of our friends, because
this covers the photoengravers business from the

beginning of its upsurge in 1919, *20. It had
been pretty dull til then, and very shortly after
that it took off, and the manufacturers started
to research and supply us with faster proofing
equipment (you know, they used to proof every
thing on a hand press) and faster everything.**
And the demands through photographs were greater,
and I think the photoengraving business 1*11 have
to sort of talk around and get somebody else s

idea on the time things reached the top. It might
be fifteen years ago, when people didn t think about
offset so much. In the 1920s offset was a process
quickly produced and not always of assured quality.
Then the researchers, Eastman, 3M , DuPont and many
others started to bring out better and more sophisticated

equipment, which took over. Now it has the straight
old time black and white photoengraving business

pretty well licked. It s pretty well down. I mean
etched plates mounted on wood.

Telsen Would you like to go into all that in detail?

Manni Yes. The newspaper business used to be a great source
of volume for commercial engravers, but It isn t

now. As you know, this cold type, the photoengravers
make just a print or Velox; they don t etch. And
the advertising manager turns that ever to the

newspapers and they do their own engraving. That
hurt.

^Raymond Peterson, production superintendent for
the Walter J. Mann Company. See pp. yb- /y.

**See pages 45-46.
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Mann: Of course, a lot of people wouldn t admit
that, and there still is a lot of photoengraving
for color ads in the remaining class magazines.
But that goes to the magazine where it is converted
into curved plates and run on cylinder presses, or
some entirely new process far removed from taking the

photoengraving and laying it down and printing.
With the fine proofing equipment available repro
proofs are used Instead of heavy electrotypes and
duplicates .

It got so far ahead of me, with all those
things. The trade publications will show where
Time bought a press as big as a whole freight
train and It ll run thousands an hour In four
colors printed both sides, folded.
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These are some notes I took. I wrote them at home
yesterday. There s a list of the commercial
printers, If you might be Interested.* They
happened to be our customers, and they were good
letterpress printers who were loyal all through,
and are still loyal. A lot of them you ll recognize.
Also a lot of them are long gone.

Yes, of course,
the area.

Most of the leading printers In

That s today. There were a lot of loyal printers
then. But you don t want to fill the
Interview up with a lot of little things. Now,
turn that off and I ll read these notes for you.
You can see If these can be of any good to you.

Let s leave it on.

Starting with 1919 as the beginning of a new era In

photoengraving: In 1919 proofing had to be done
on a Washington hand press. It was slow, hard work.
Usually the plate had to be Inked up after each
Impression. Quality was not a problem because a
skilled workman could feel the exact impression to

get the best proof. Naturally, every sheet was
fed in by hand, and the printing pressman always
complained that he could not match the quality of
the engraver s proof on a regular commercial run.

Etching was done In a large flat tray. The etcher
had to rock the tray by hand or with a motor
attached. There were many secret formulae and
methods used by individual workers .

Powdering was a slow operation. Dragon s

blood, a resinous powder which melted easily, formed

*Appendlx
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an acid resist and was brushed on four ways to
back up the image to prevent undercutting. There
were several local-built etching machines about
this time.

What time? What period?

Oh, 1920 and around in there. They were simply a
square box tank about three feet each way.
There was a paddle to splash the acid or etching
solution at various speeds according to the type
of work. The tanks were built by local carpenters,
and the action was supplied by a small motor. The
cost was probably a hundred dollars or less. They
were short-lived because of strong etching solutions i

nitric acid and chloride of iron corroded the wood,
and they were unsatisfactory. Acid leaks, if you
were on the second floor, were a nightmare for
photoengravers in those days, because you d leak
on the floor and it d run down on the tenant below,
and they didn t like that much.

[Laughter] I should think not.

We had a situation where there were commission
people, Oliva Brothers, down under us on Clay
Street, and I was frightened to death of the
chloride of iron. You know, it s brown and it

might get on some vegetables and tl^at was bad. We
never had anything happen, but by the grace of God
we didn t. Chloride of iron has always been a problem
to me. It never disappears entirely. Over years
it takes moisture from the air. It keeps in

solution, and it ll travel along beams, and come
down some place way oif . So that s the bad boy of
the etching, or it was in those days.

The making of negatives was slow and expensive.
Wet plate preparation consisted of dipping a glass
plate in the solution of silver nitrate, which had
to be prepared by the engraver. This glass plate
was coated with a sensitizing solution and placed
in a camera for exposure. It had to be used while
wet, which made problems in hot wee.ther. Focusing
was done on the ground glass before the actual wet
plate was placed in position for exposure. Seven-
time reduction was aoout maximum. Developing was
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a slow process , and stripping and turning the
negative another obstacle to speed.

The period from 1920 on showed great progress.
Equipment manufacturers recognized the growing
up of the photoengraving Industry. They found a
ready market for their products. There hadn t
been a great deal of probing in new things up to
about that time, and they commenced to come out.
For instance, Vandercook perfected a cylinder
proof press which operated on the same principle
as a small cylinder printing press. For these
times it was very fast, and the inking and feed
attachment were of great help in pulling quantity
proofs. In the old Washington hand press you d
have to ink it every time, put the apron down and
pull it carefully for a perfect impression.

Why did you need to pull quantity proofs?

Because an advertiser would say, &quot;I need 25
proofs of this to send to my dealers, or to show
my salesmen. What are we going to use.&quot; They run
into hundreds now, and it s good promotion for
the advertising campaign they re doing.

The costs seemed high, but photoengravers
soon found to keep in business and to meet customers
demands time-saving equipment was necessary. The
cost of iaoor, our cost, was going up steadily,
and you couldn t overlook any bets- Eastman and
other film manufacturers developed fast and easy-
to-develop films for both black and white and
color. The lighting was improved by several
research manufacturers.

Let me ask you a question here in relation to the
film. I think Lawton Kennedy said that there
were some photoengravers in this area who didn t
believe that the wet plate process was ever
really going out. And he told of one Nichols
was it? who stored all ol his equipment
because he thought it was going to come back.
Is that possible?

Yes. Anything is possible. We were told that
wet plate was kept in New York and the East long
after it was discarded here, and that a lot of
people figured because it was slow and it was
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hand work, you could do it better that old way.
But the wet plate equipment didn t consist of
much. It was Just a dipping tank and a bowl that
you d boil your solution in, and I for one was
very glad to get rid of it. Those things were
messy and the film is more expensive but better
all around.

Did the photoengravers have a hard time learning
to use film?

Oh no. We always had bright crews t and they took
it up. They had to learn to scan the copy and
determine the length of exposure, and several
other new operations.

This is with an electronic scanner?

Well, they didn t use those then. It was a hand
method of looking and saying, &quot;We ll give this so

many seconds, four or so&quot; whatever they did
and they came out all right. The film was a
great step forward, because even the focusing in
a darkroom was a time killer. They d have to turn
the lights on the copy and move the camera back
and forth and measure it until you got exactly the
size you wanted.

Why did the film affect that?

Well, that was part of the gallery work. The
film didn t affect that time, but the cameras and
the equipment did.

Cameras were brought out to (i.e. that would]
save steps and time on the part of the operator.
After copy was placed on the copy board and
scanned, the size was obtained by a series of
dials Instead of the old method of Measuring on
the ground glass. They had scales, and they would
measure: this is going to be six inches reduced
to three and a half, and that would give them a
number 2^, they d set the camera in the darkroom
at 24- , and save a lot of fooling.

Practically the entire operation would be

performed in the darkroom. Several systems of

light measuring were available, so when the proper
exposure was finished the lights were automatically
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turned off. Those things always amazed me. They
were like a water meter. Metropolitan engravers
had trouble with lights fluctuating, going up and
down. With the elevators going up and down and
things like that, there was quite a variation.

Surges in the electric current?

That s right. And these automatic light meters
would measure that and turn it off. So the
operator would then take out the film and develop
it. This was a slow operation to develop, but
some time around I960 they brought automatic
film processors so the operator could drop the
films in the slot and they d come out on a
drying rack at the other end in about five minutes
all ready to go to the stripper. He didn t have
to pay any more attention to them. And the cost
on those processors seemed quite an item at first.
I think they sold at around twelve thousand,
fifteen thousand dollars Installed. They were
complicated and had to have several solutions and
temperature control and timing all through. But

they saved gallery time, and that rs important.

When you speak of &quot;gallery,&quot; what do you mean?

The &quot;gallery&quot; is the place where they make the

negatives. That s the first operation. And it s

important with film processors, and all of the
other shortcuts we have, to not only save the
photoengraver time, which costs money, but to
make [fast |

deliveries, which are terrific now
on speed. We used to say, &quot;Well we can get those
halftones in three or four days.&quot; And now they
say, &quot;We ve got to mail them to New York special
delivery air express tonight at five o clock.&quot;

And we can do it within reason and special air
services.

Incidentally, in another aside, the advent
in the last few years of night shops has been
a big factor in the cost of operations. I m
familiar with Walker Engraving, Graphic Arts
Engraving, Johnson Nassau, Oakland National, and
several newspaper shops and perhaps others have
installed night crews during the l&st few years.
I believe most of them put in skeleton crews at
night in self-defense because people would say,
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Mannt &quot;I don t know what to do. I d like to give it to

you, but I can send it to some pl&ce else and get
it in the morning at ten o clock.&quot; So the only
thing to do was to put in a skeleton crew at
first and work some of the day men when they got
too much work. They didn t make copper halftones
at first, but you can get copper halftones now,
and combinations, and anything you want at night.

During these years of progress and prosperity
the press manufacturers were speeding up the
production of letterpress. And that was Important
to us in cost, because with small, high-speed
letterpress equipment, like Heidelberg [presses]
and those, a printer could take them and get
them rolling quickly, and with quality, at a
much less figure [cost] than to lock up a big form
and put it on one &quot;of the great big old cylinder
presses. Small fast presses of foreign and domestic
make are everywhere.

The larger flat f-bedj cylinder presses
were still operating, &quot;in that you d go in the
shops and they d be going, back and forth.
You could hear them and feel the vibration. But
the smaller presses were buzzing along. And
smaller offset presses and the larger cylinders
with new offset principle were steadily encroaching.
There weren t many new large cylinder letter
presses being installed, and those that were
installed, like at Taylor & Taylor, were bought
in Washington or some place and moved out here .

They weren -t making very many of the big ones
anymore .

I mentioned rubber plates. Rubber plates
have been a source of great volume for the photo
engraving business in that they have to be made
from etched plates. Rubber plates are made
differently from photoengraving. They can t

make those from offset plates. Ant1
, they re used

in great quantities for printing packaging and
cellophane food bags, corrugated boxes, candy
wraps and novelties. They re flexible and they
can be stuck on a cylinder, on a roller, and
can take advantage of the speed of rotary
letterpress, which is a big factor now.





Teiser: These packaging materials are printed with flexo-

graphic inks?

Mann i Yes. And tnat is a big growing thing with a lot
of photoengravers . It s been able to help replace
the book printing and the advertising and resort
folders, catalogs and maps we used to do for the

printers like those whose names I gave. The
printing business has been sorely missed by
photoengravers, and by our firm, because we
catered mostly to the letterpress printers. We
didn t do a great deal with advertising agencies.
That was held by Walker, Sterling, Oakland National
and color houses. We were the &quot;printers friend&quot;

and the quality copper halftone people. In the
last few years, the demand for copper, halftones,
black and white, had gone down. They tell me you
couldn t get copper halftones in some of the towns
that used to be pretty good on production. There
weren t enough copper halftones made to justify
keeping your equipment up and keeping the solutions.
Younger photoengravers make offset plates now,

Teiser: No demand for work of your quality?

Mann: There was demand, but there wasn t enough to make
it worthwhile.

Teiser: It s a quality matter?

Mann i Yes, it s quality. And of course that was always
a marter of selling and trying to sell better
things, with the quality always present in the

background .
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The Rise of Offset

Mann:

Teisen

Mann:

While these mechanical improvements were coming
on in photoengraving, it was still the best method
for commercial and pictorial printing. But
offset process was coming along surprisingly well.
That was in the thirties and forties and around
in those years Machinery manufacturers seemed
to have discovered orfset as a fine outlet for
new ideas. It would be hard to sell letterpress
equipment to people who were already loaded
with it and couldn t keep it very busy, and the
offset was a new and a beckoning thing that
people rightly or wrongly seemed to accept as
the salvation of the small printer.

Printers large and small installed cameras
and plate-making equipment which they could operate
by simply reading the labels on the solution bottles.
They d send you a kit, with a little printing
frame, and these offset supply houses would send
a man in for a half a day, and you could make
things that were satisfactory. As I said, at
the start their work was fairly good, and the
workers were inexperienced, but they were eager
and willing, and research by Eastman, 3M, and other
suppliers simplified every step for them. They came
through with presensltlzed plates for small offset
presses.

That was 3M, wasn t it?

3M, yes. And paper plates, and everything you
could imagine.

There are still things that amaze me as an
old-time photoengraver . For instance, we used to
have a certain volume of business where somebody
would want to reproduce an 8 by 11 testimonial
letter. There used to be a lot of those who
would want a thousand of them printed. And the
cost of the making of an etching on one of those
letters would be around fifteen dollars. Printing
extra. Now you can walk up the street here to
one of these [offset] speed printers and get a
thousand of them all printed and ready in a couple
of hours (instead of a day or two) for about
eight dollars. They use paper negatives, and are
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really good. Verifax machines now can run any
number of copies, which has killed off the short -

run plate business.

Well now, let s see.
here?

Yes, this Is fine.

Are we still on the ball

There used to be lots of insurance printing here,
and I used to have to stop and analyze the fact
that printing was next to the largest Industry
in San Francisco for a long time. It may still be.
But that was due to the fact that there was a great
quantity of insurance printing done here by some
specializing firms: And there was colored label
printing. Labels were printed for all over the
world and were sent all over the world to be
attached to the cans so they wouldn t have to send
the canned goods here and label them and send them
back. That was one of the reasons there was such
volume. The trade composition houses tell me
the Insurance business, which used to be big, has

changed. We would make plates of a policy that
was sent out from the East to get away from local

type-setting and proofreading. &quot;Just make a cut
of It,&quot; And that would be fifteen or twenty
dollars. We haven t had one of those for years,
because they now send out a negative. They make a
negative in the East and send it out and give it
to the offsetter who makes a plate and runs it

immediately. And those savings in time have been
hurtful to the old line photoengra fer. But I

think there s still volume In the photoengraving
business for other processes and new variations.

We make a lot of Velox prints now. You ve
heard of those . They go to the newspapers and the
publications who shoot direct from them. And we
can make negatives of very complicated work,
combinations and all that sort of thing. And we
make maybe ten or fifteen Veloxes which go to the

publication instead of electrotype, which they
used to send. And as you probably know, Miss
Teiser, the electrotype business has been hurting
like hell for the last few years.

Teiser: For the same reason?
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Mann:

For the same reason. Offset has come in. And the
actual cost of electrotypes, they re heavy, they re
packed up with lead the shipping and packing
of them in wooden boxes was very expensive and slow.
Now you can take these Velox prints, negatives or
proofs, as we have hundreds of times, and pack them
carefully in special envelopes and mail them or
send them air express in Just a package, and there s

nothing to it .

These are things that go out to the publications
that use them?

Yes. More and more publications. Not all of them,
but more and more publications are going to some
phase of offset or gravure. There are not very
many of them that will take a flac y old-time
electrotype and lock it up in a form and put it
on the press and grind it out. There are any number
of combinations that start with the negatives which
the photoengravers can supply. And that has kept
our hand in the advertising business.
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Advances in Etchers and Proof Presses

Teiser: Let me ask you to go back a little. Did you cover
the powderless etcher in your notes?

Mann: No, I forgot that. Powderless etching commenced
to come in ...

Telsen When, about?

Mann: Let s see, I could look in a checkbook and find it.
I ll have to find out. It was about twelve
years ago, I guess. It wasn t awfully expensive
itself, but cost for the Installation was heavy,,
It had cooling and the heating, and you had to
operate it at exact temperatures . So the controls
would run an installation [costj of about, say,
ten or twelve thousand.

Teiser: The actual machine additional?

Mann: Yes. It replaced the old-fashioned rocking tub and
splash system of etching, and that, I believe,
was the greatest step forward. It used to take
4-5 minutes to give a plate a good four-way bite,
and you could do it in 10 minutes or less with
a powderless etcher. Great big plates.
And they were beautiful!

Teiser Did It take fewer people?

Mann: Oh, yes. We used to have three zinc etchers, and
we finished up with one, and we cou.ld hardly keep
him busy. They could etch a large flat in a few
minutes.

Teiser: They re still In use, are they not?

Mann i Oh my yes. The newspapers have dozens of them.

Teiser: Do they work on rubber too?

Mann: As patterns, yes. You can take pocderless etched
plates and instead of making an electrotype, make
a rubber plate. These powderless etched plates
(when they first used to show us) W couldn t

imagine how the clean work, the shiny look, and
the beautiful sloping shoulders could be done
mechanically.
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Mann:

There was a modern factor, and that was we
had to pay a license for every pound of metal that

goes through the machine. Dow Chemical was who
we paid to. They re the ones who did the research
and helped perfect the machine, the principle, and
the solutions that were quite expensive. The

making up of a bath was, oh, maybe five dollars,
something like that. And baths were not too

permanent. They would disintegrate in what seemed
like a surprisingly short time if you didn t have
enough work. You could put a lot of work through
if you had it up ahead of them, but you d etch a
flat and then if you didn t have another one until
maybe late that afternoon or the next morning you d
have to put in a new bath. That has been corrected
now. Everything gets better. And they have
solutions now that are all right.

The first powderless etching machines were
welcomed with open arms by advertisers and news
papers because of the speed. The etching of copper
wasn t so successful, and I don t think they have
that perfected even in 1969. I still hear woeful
tales of flats that go wrong, and copper s expensive
now. A nice big copper flat goes wrong in a
powderless etching machine and it hurts. But

they re getting it.

There is another step in this progress.
That was the bringing out of four-color proof
presses. There was only one here for a long
time, but there are a lot of them now.

About the middle fifties?

About the middle fifties. And the cost of them
would Just make an old line photoengraver shudder.
The eastern people always had volume more than we
did here, so they could afford the big investments
that would come out of the long runs. But here
we didn t have the volume. I think Walker may
have Installed the first one, and they ran about

$35,000 or ^0,000. You have to have quite a lot
of color work to pay out on that. Several local
plants have two or more four color proor presses.
The installation of one press soon makes a second
one necessary. There are many color offset

proofing presses busy now, too. They didn t put
them in because they wanted to spend the money,
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&quot;but the requirements for publications are that you
have to send them proofs that are wet-proofed in
proper sequence on four -color proof presses.
They require that or they will make nasty remarks
about you to the agency, and you don t like that.
So the photoengravers put them in, and they work,
and they re using them. But it s a long way from
the days when you could start in business as did
I for about $7i5&amp;lt;JO, with a good new etching
machine for $150. You d take a chance then on
ordinary plumbing, but later we would have to
contain our sludge, in a &quot;Duriron&quot; or glass pipe,
or some of these plastic composition pipes that
DuPont puts out. The ordinary old cast iron pipe
would last; about a year and then away she d go.
Being on the 9th floor handling the sludge was
a big problem and much more so now with pollution
laws.

There was a plastic substance resistant to the
chemicals?

Yes . The last equipment that we put in from the
ninth floor down to the sewer you see, it was
expensive to go into the photoengraving business on
the ninth floor because we had to carry all the
sludge and chemicals down nine floors, and that
plumbing would go out just as fast as the rest
of it. So the last time we put it in we got it
very reasonaole . It was a new plantlc pipe
made by DuPont. You could get it any size you
wanted. And we also had some installations of
glass pipe, but that was for only two or three
years. Natural building vibrations loosened the
joints. The plumbing bills for installing Duriron
or Corroslron were fantastic because they couldn t

thread either. It required heating and tamping
the joints. Also production was stopped. Our
landlord told me the other day he im.s hurt some
thing terrible, that they ve got a note from his
plumber that the cost of plumbers portal-to-
portal was twenty dollars an hour, and so you
want to watch your plumbing. Today building
inspectors and unions are all tough, looking for
pollution.
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Teiser

There was a thing I thought about the other day,
in this business. The beefs that we used to have
at these fPhotoengravers] Association meetings
were largely on account of selling. And one of the
chief competitive things was annual schoolbooks*
And it would be a clear-cut thing. Of course the
students would always tell the salesmen that
somebody else said they d do it for fifty percent
of what you would. Then it would come up to the
meetings and the principals would get together
and get in the name-calling arguments about bad
ethics. The people would walk out of the Association
and say they wouldn t have anything more to do with
them if they were going to go out and cut prices
promiscuously and put us all out of business.
But they always came back. Price fixing was out.

How in the world did your Association escape the
kind of investigation that the Employing Printers
Association had?

j

We had warnings. The National Association were
investigated by the Federal Trade Commission
that was years ago on the scale we have. We
have a scale, you know, with numbers on, and we

It s kind ofhave key numbers that we operate,
complicated, but . . .

This is your pricing scale?

Yes. But we were ordered to cease and desist
anything that had to do with collusion, and
we honestly never got mixed up in any price-fixing.

But you had plenty of discussions.

Well, yes, cursing each other, but it wasn t any
thing that the Federal Trade Commission could
object to (laughter]. Some terrific fights.

Well, I remember, reporting on phovoengravers
association affairs always seemed free and easy
compared to the printing employers* group. I

assumed it was because the anti-trust people had
never breathed so heavily down their necks.
Is that correct? Or was it just the character of
Mr. Ireland?
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No, Mr. Ireland was a great character. Our Mr.
Benson* always kept us on a pretty good, pretty
even keel. He was a marine major and a sea lawyer,
and he knew his business. He was a great influence
for the good on the part of the phoboengravers. We
had 0. H. Miller, Roy Kelley, and several other
secretaries before Mr. Benson. But we kept pretty
clear. Most everybody said, &quot;There s no use in
shopping around. You all have the same price.&quot; But
we didn t. There was a variation of 25 Per cent
that you could get if you wanted to shop around.
And sometimes the cheap work was pretty good. We
even had some outlaw phot engravers up here --
still have who were doing those $1.25 plates.
Some people use them and are happy but prices have
raised. Equipment and supplies arc about the same
price to the good and the evil.

The quality is not as good?

Well, sometimes. I wouldn t admit that in public,
but they have the same etching machines that we
do, and there s no reason why a Chinese shouldn t

turn out as good a plate as the rest of u.sf* They
had the same metal, the same equipment, and could
do the same thing. But small overhead. The
mounting is where we always had trouble. We
never were able to get mounting material other
than wood that was satisfactory; others would not
hold up with the solutions that they used to
clean plates, and solid base was too expensive. In
running the flat-bed press the jarring would loosen
the nails on experimental mounting materials that
were made out of sawdust and molasses and glue and
all those things.

Wood, over all the years, was a source of
trouble, and it became very expensive. I think
the last I bought was a dollar and a half a square
foot. Cherry wood had to be glued up, and then
it had to be kiln dried and planed, because if it
were not stored in a good dry place (that was one

*Luis A. Ireland was secretary of the Employing
Printers Association of San Francisco. Albert
Benson was secretary of the Photoengravers Association
of Northern California.

**A San Francisco photoengraving plant owned by
Chinese customarily set lower prices than other

photoengravers. It was not a member of the

Photoengravers Association.
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of the things that the printing industry justi
fiably thought we should correct. The mounts
would warp. About warped plates we installed a
Lauck mounting machine, one of the first ones f and
that did away with nailing.

About when was that?
.

That was about 1930, I guess. You d coat the wood
with a plastic solution. They called it Bostlck,
and you could store it. When the plate was ready
you would Just lay the plate on top of this treated
block and run it through rollers at 350 degrees,
and it would come out the other end. And the wood
would sometimes split before you could get it the
plate off.

| Laughter] Occasionally some little
thumbnails would come off. They didn t have enough
coating.

But we had a great shock when we first got
the machine. We figured, &quot;Here it is.&quot; And we had
a large plate for Roland Meyer at Crockers, one
of those big things that we used to do for Ansel
Adams. We laid it on the block and it came out,
and we thought, &quot;That s beautiful.&quot; But when they
got it out to lock up it had a dog leg or curve
in It like this. Copper had a far different
cooling and expanding factor than the wood. So
after it was through the heat, the copper would
contract quickly and would just curl that block
up. We had to do a lot of sawing and experimenting
around before we got it perfected for large blocks
for particular printers. Some of them wouldn t
know the difference, but Crocker s did.
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Working with Ansel Adams

Telsen Your work with Crocker in that period was very
distinguished, was it not?

Mann: Yes, that was one of the proudest periods for
Mr. [Raymond] Peterson, our production superint endant ,

and the Walter Mann Company. The first book we
did, or one of th.e first ones, was One Hundred
Years of Progress for the American Trust Company,
now Wells Fargo Bank. Ansel Adams made the
pictures, and the text was just as good as the
pictures.

During that period we participated in some
outstanding books for a variety of purposes. In
cluded was an anniversary souvenir for the Bishop
National Bank of Hawaii, several Mj.lls College
catalogues and a number of private printings for
men who could afford to gratify their artistic
desires. Of course we only made the halftones
for the printers to bring out . It was a group
effort including the bindery. It was a great
time for photoengraving.

Telser: Hadn t you done things before that with Roland
Meyer?

Mann: Oh yes, we had. We had done catalogues 1 or
California art exhibits those picture catalogues,
and they were showy things. You know, everybody
looked at that.

-

Telser: Museum catalogues?

Mann: Yes. And If they wanted a good, carefully re-
etched job we got a lot of strange work from
people who would come here for our type of work,
and give the flat work elsewhere .

Teiser: By re-etch you mean with handwork?

Mann: Yes. The reason copper etchings cost so much more,
about twice the cost of zinc, was you d make your
print on copper. And then the copper etcher would
examine it and figure there should be about four
or five tones or scales, so they d paint those in
as they went along, and they d give it a little
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etch ana then paint over to hold it. It took a
lot of time to make re-etched plates. Also a lot
of skill and experience.

s

And about that time we got in with the Sierra
Club through Ansel Adams. We maae many plates for
them. Not in the big books that were full color
and printed in the East, but their bulletins and
things like that. Most of them printed by
Gillick Printing Company of Berkeley . We were
proud of our connections there. And there were
a couple of wealthy men here who were good
photographers, and we made books for tnem. They
were bound in call skin and all fancy. And some
of tne architects would have pictures of their
work and use them as samples. We made a lot of those.

Was this all on copper?

All on copper, yes. And we didn t make as much
money on those as you might think, because you
couldn t charge on some of those enough to make
money on them. The time would run up, and Mr.
Adams was justifiably very particular, so that we
would submit proofs and he d want a little
lightening up here and a little darkening there,
and we would do that, and then submit other proofs.

Did you have him in your shop the way they had him
at Crocker?

Mann: Yes, 1 ortunately. Ansel Adams was a red hot
favorite in the shop.

Teiser: You naa him here watching the prooi s being taken?

Mann: Yes, He has a wonderful sense of humor, and is
a great laugher. We enjoyed him and he enjoyed
us. One of the thrills I remembers I came up to
the shop and the girl in the office said, &quot;We have
a celebrity out there.&quot; Mr. Aoams had. brought
Mr. [Edwin H.j Land of the Land camera to see
some &quot;special proofing. I wouldn t have known it.
He was just a nice-looking gentleman, and he was
interested and very pleasant.

Teiser: You did the work for the magazine Ape rture , did
you not?
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Yes, we enjoyed many years of inspirational friendship
with Minor White and Lawton Kennedy in producing
the magazine. We also did a lot of work with Ansel
Adams when he was experimenting with professional
aspects of the Land camera. I guess they wouldn t
let it [the camera] get out until they had all of
their experimenting done because amateurs not
realizing they were using a precision instrument
had a tendency to Just start shooting as they had
with a Brownie . That would be devastating on future
sales when people would say, &quot;I had one of those
and it was no good.&quot; They were wonderful if you
followed instructions. So Mr. Adams photographed
everything you could imagine, portraits and every
thing else, and gave the formulas and the time, so
when it went out people could not do what Ansel
Adams can because nobody could, but they could do
pretty well with it.

I remember a lot of his photographs running on
the back page of Aperture as ads for Land cameras.

Yes. We did a lot of work with him at that time,
and we realized it was experimental. We hadn t

heard a great deal about the Land camera, at
that time. But they cover a terrific field now.
All of these places where they have to take your
picture, to go on the [identification] card, on
your badge. And when you go to get a&quot; driver s

license they take your picture. To date nobody
has come out with a competing quick-shot camera.
Mr. Land must have it all covered.

Some publications don t want to reproduce from
Land camera pictures.

Yes, I know. Sometimes they re not as sharp,
due to inexperienced operators. Land camera
pictures are OK now. Well, we get a. lot of Land
camera pictures from our publications like Standard
Oil Company and Pacific Telephone, and S.P.
Bulletin . There will be a service station operator
some place, and something comes on like watering
down an elephant or something out of the ordinary
like that which they re always doing and if they
have a Land camera there, they take a picture and
send it in and it makes a fine thing. If they
had to take it with a roll camera and get it
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developed, you d never get it. So the Land
camera and flash bulbs bring In a lot of work.
And we ve always worked on the principle that the
more copy there is available the more plates
will be made.

Except there again, a scanner that was used a
lot with the Land camera pictures &quot;worked in with
offset lithography.

Yes. The lithographers have come e.long very well,
I think we commenced to be really hurt about ten
years ago when the magazines, a lot or them,
actually went offset. We would hear meanings
and I think I m correct in that there was a
strike here of the [letterpress] pressmen and
somebody who wouldnH lock up the plates. The
printers were on a strike, but you could send
your magazine to offset and they were going along
fine, so a lot of them went to offset. They had
been believing us when we told them that they
wouldn t be satisfied with the offset. And we
got away with it until they were forced to try it
and then they found it s pretty good. I ll
admit that. That commenced to hurt. We lost
magazine after magazine to offset, and I suppose
rightly. Some of them looked great. You hate to
see those go out. It seems funny to think of how
intimate we were with all of those magazines over
the years and how they all run offset now, a lot
of them.

Safety has always been a big factor in
illustrated house organs and accident prevention
and things like that. We always had things in
for that. We would fix up cartoons on the light
side so they wouldn t be too tragic, but they re
a source of lots of work.
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The of the Photoengravers Association

Teisen Can you give a kind or brief view of the factor
of union jurisdictional stress during this period?

Manni Well, yes. 1 never was on any committees on
industrial relations, which had to do with agree
ments. They always haa certain men in the
Association who never liked to do it but who were
very good at that. It was a gruelling disheartening
night after night trial. Mr. Benson always handled
our negotiations. And one time they negotiated
for months and months. Benson and George Krantz,
the business agent, were always friends. We
finally had one strike and were able to do some
thing then that you couldn t do now. You couldn t

begin to do it now. We couldn t get any metal in
or out or anything. But we used air express and
sent work to Los Angeles, Portland, Seattle and
Chicago.

Teisen This was when?

Mann: This was in 192C5 or around in there. And with
air express, which was new then, we could wrap
these things and be very careful in our instructions
and they would come back OK. We gave good service
and good plates.* It was all right. But of
course they re tightened up now, and they re all
backed up by the Teamsters Union, and you couldn t

deliver an envelope out of here now if you were
having a strike. Everybody would be out. But they
were Just getting started on that then.

Teiseri Mr. Benson came into your association when?

Mann: During that strike. Mr. Roy Kelly and Mr. O.H.
Miller preceded him.

Teiseri And he s no longer with it?

Mann : No .

Teiser: When did he leave?

Mann: About three or four years ago. Mr. Benson was a
stout fellow. He and I never were in love with
each other, but we respected each other, and he
was good. I admired him greatly and still do. He

*See also pages 29-31.
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Mann: must be getting along towards ninety years old
and still scrappy.

Teiser: Oh, really?

Mann: And he s negotiating for the tanker people, the
oil and tanker people. He comes over two or
three days a week and is still negotiating.

The Association was under his good management.
He retired, and the Association was going along
with no great troubles in the offing, and we went
for probably a year. I was treasurer and have been
treasurer all the years. That was important because
they kept the money coming in. So, Mr. Benson
left and we went with the Printing Industries

[of Northern CalliornlaJ. His [the secretary s]
name was Ken Coburn. He was a fireball, and took
us through a couple of negotiations and then went
some place else. He quit recently. The Association
then finally dropped the skeleton organization
that I was collecting money here for an emergency
fund. And we don t collect dues any more. They
left a nice balance that they ll have to establish
something for, perhaps a statue of somebody.

You know, we were very fortunate, and I guess
every association is not as fortunate. I look
back on the turbulent days of getting started
and there have always been some strong people,
you know, you d figure they d take us through
trouble. One was Howard Griffith. He was the
head of the American Engraving and Color Plate
Company. And later Max Flader took over the
American Engraving and Color Plate Company. And
Bill Mack was a strong man.

Several of our members were presidents of
the American Photoengravers Association. Mr.
Albert Hoffman and D. H. Murnik were so honored.

Philip Smith was a director for several years.
The recognition came because of the strong
organization of the Bay Area.

One of the best was Duff Murnik* of the

*D. H. Murnik.
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Oakland National [Engraving Company]].
He was a great character. He used to always tell
stories in meetings that he d get all balled
up before he finished. We always liked to have
him tell stories. Poor Dui f is in bad shape
now, but still interested in photoengraving. He
was always what you might think was the right
side for compromising. And when people would get
excited and mad and walk out, thers was always
Duff and Griff and some of the rest of them?
like Bill Mack. I was on the conservative side,
although I was not a leader. I followed them
along . Harry Hahn* was a good frJ end and a
solid business man.

You were president of the organization for
how long?

Several years.

Did these others take their turns as president?

Yes. I went in early. They took a young man,
willing to do a lot of work and put in a lot of
time and put him through the chairs and made him
president. I have been the treasurer for, oh, I

don t know, for years and years and years.

DO they still have coast-wide conferences as you
used to?

Yes. Conventions and conferences were one of
the best things we did. They had one last week-end
at Seattle. But as you get along, a little more
mature, and have operated a commercial business
such as I have, the conferences get way off
and you re sort of left wallowing around with your
older ideas of things . They mention Investments
that would Just stagger you.

* J. H. Hahn of Graphic Arts iving Company,
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The Photoengraving Industry Today

Teisen What s the size of the industry as a whole now
compared to what it was in its peak years?

Mann: Well, I think the volume is up to what it ever
was. But it isn t straight photoengraving. I
think the volume is greater than ever. The
business is larger than ever. But it s in many
diverse things that don t go right straight through
like the commercial etched plate, proofed and
billed and delivered. Billing prioes are much higher
due to costs.

.

Telsen I see. Like the Veloxes.

Manns Yes, Veloxes and multiple proofing. Also various
offset preparations. Proofing offset requires
considerable charge time. There is still volume
in etching patterns for rubber plates and plates
for boxes and specialties and milk cartons.

Of course color is still a big factor. That
brings in larger billing.

Teiseri But is color going more and more offset?

Mann i Yes, although many times the photoengraver will
make a set of four-color process plates and pull
repro conversion proofs of those because they have
been etched carefully by color correcting on the
copper, and in many cases they equal or surpass
the dot and negative etched plates the offset
plate-maker would make. So we participate in that
now. This makes it practical for the advertiser
to economically convert his photoengraved
originals over to offset .

Teisers As in other businesses, I presume that photo
engraving shops have become larger. There are fewer
small ones?

Mann: Yes. There are still small shops in the small towns
where you can get zinc halftones made for
political publicity and things like that, but
the heavy investment in the small business, Just
to keep up with the parade in photoengraving as
in other small businesses, is too great. You have



.
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Manm to have volume and have to have a lot of money
to start in .

Teiser t When you say the volume today is as great as it
ever was, in relation to the total growth of the

economy is it? Has it grown as fast as other
aspects of the graphic arts industries?

Mann i Well, that s a good question. I would say that
it has. I don t think it has grown as fast as
offset. When you mentioned the other day that
you had seen a press at Stecher-Traung that s about
half a block long with men scrambling all over
it, that costs money. And that s big and that

brings in money. And of course the photoengraving
business wouldn t have any money like that. And
that is very common throughout the country with
these enormous presses now, mostly offset.

Teiser: I remember that at one time there was a good deal
of discussion of the possibility of a lot of
book work coming to San Francisco. I think at
one time some photoengraver made the plates for
a whole book. What was that?

Mannt I heard about that, but it was sort of secret.
But I don t quite know how they could do that
without the plans leaking out. We have plenty
of rumors. They have some big plants in the East,
you know, with all kinds of experienced workers.
They could do it here. The Cardoza bindery put in
large equipment for quality binding of books.

Teiser i Yes. But the work has turned out to be almost all
offset.

Mannt Yes. There are many things that have to do with
typesetting now that are way beyond me. I can t

understand. The application of electronics is

increasing. They can set type fast, In a matter
of minutes for the complete page. I think the

telephone books will eventually be done by some
terrific system of offset and computer typeset
that will make what we re doing now look pretty
slow. And I don t know what happens to those

things when the fuse blows out or something
happens, but they seem to be able to get on the

road again.
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A lot of the big firms here that used to be letter
press we miss, one of the good old-timers was
Philips & Van Orden. They printed the telephone
book. And they stayed with letterpress a long
time before they were absorbed.* Taylor & Taylor
was another fine old organization that stayed
with letterpress. The quality, which they always
had, they maintained right up to the last. But
the offset firms were banging them from all sides.
Their main accounts finally demanded offset. That s

the story of many of them.

Standard Oil?

Yes. P.G.&E., Telephone Company, Auto Association
and others.

.

I think at your photoengravers 1 meetings you used
to discuss the danger of getting too much of your
volume into one account.

Oh yes. That is always a thing that is nice when
you have it, but you find that It isn t always your
fault. The company will be taken over by a
conglomerate, and the advertising will go someplace
else. Here s a little factor that has always
seemed very interesting to me. In the very early
days when we were starting there were quite a few
small [advertising] agencies I can t remember
the names or them, &quot;but they had accounts like
United States Steel, Columbia-Geneva, and Sperry
Flour Company. Southern Pacific had their own
advertising man on the payroll, and Standard had
H. K. McCann Agency at that time too. Advertising
wasn t as big as it is now. Then you got a nice
engraving volume coming from your friends in the
advertising departments of these corporations.

We were sailing along with the advertising

*By the J. W. Clement Company.
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department of a steel company here ? and the word
came that as of today a national agency had the
account, so you turned your account over to this
national agency you didn t know from Adam. And
the same thing held with Sperry Flour. They
selected an agency, and the Southern Pacific
had Lord, Thomas and Logan, Standard Oil always
had H. K. McCann. The agencies took over a lot
of work that in the early days was done by
employees adept at writing who could write adver
tising copy and put it in the paper direct.

Catherine, when you were in the Wells Fargo
advertising department, didn t you buy photo
engraving directly?

Yes.

Oh, yes. They used to have a house organ there,
I forget the name of it, but we used to do the
plates.

It was probably the Wells Fargo Messenger.

The Messenger, yes.

What else did you buy photoengraving for?

We.il, by that time most of it went through the Leon
Livingston agency.

Yes. But a lot of companies at one time would
figure it was good for local contacts to send their
advertising directly to the local paper, to
get the good will. Instead of coming through
the advertising agency, they would send it to
their local agent and he d take it around. I

think some of the firms now do that with purchasing
too, let the local people purchase certain small
things. It makes good will toward tne company
from the local merchants. It s good business.

It dispersed the photoengraving?

Yes. That is, up to a certain amount. I don t

know how much. But, you know, they do all the
big buying here.
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Teiser: Do I remember that the banks here didn t require
but really liked it if the people they did business
with had accounts with them? Did you have to have
a lot of bank accounts so you could get their
business?

No. I never cared about that. I never had enough
money. No, I never put the finger on any bank.
Some people do that, and I never believed in it.
The poor bank for some little photoengraver to
tell him, &quot;I ve got a hundred dollars balance in
the bank, and I m entitled to this business.&quot;

The banks were pretty vulnerable on that. The
advertising of the banks was always different
from the straight business. It s all straight
now. I always liked the Del Monte (California Packing
Corporation) Company. That was always a good
account for many photoengravers here. They used
lots of color, and they used all of us fairly and
adequately, and they were always priced fairly.
They were very good to photoengravers and printers.
McCann-Erickson was their agency.

Teiser t For their national advertising and house organs?

Mann i Yes, everything.

Teiser: They spread it around?

Mann: Yes. And the Standard Oil Company were always
you hear me mention them, but I have great
affection for them. There were very few days
during all of my years that we didn t have some
thing in there for Standard Oil Company.

Teiser: Did others do some of their work too?

Mann: Some of them. It was spread around some, but I

got started early and was very fortunate. We
always gave them preferred service, and I enjoyed
working with them. They had a variety and volume
of fine work.
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Employees

Teiser: I was starting to ask you about the unions. As I

remember the printing trades unions during these
periods of technological change started to have
trouble with each other.

:

Mann Jurl sdicti on .

Teiser: Yes. Can you spell out a little of that?

Mann: Yes, I was talking to a man the other day, and I

couldn t quite understand. I think he said that
there would be trouble eventually [because&quot;)

several
of the other unions have tried to take in

photographers or branches that traditionally we had
And as other unions get into the producing of these

things, there will be Jurisdictional squabbles.
There s bound to be trouble.

Teiser: Has the photoengravers* union stayed Independent?

Mann i No t it s called the San Francisco-Oakland
Lithographers and Photoengravers Union No. 8.

I think the lithographers were a little different
type. The photoengravers were old friends of the
bosses; it was a small group. And while they
fought down to the last ditch, there was not the

Impersonal thing. They were most all employed
by the people they were negotiating with.

,

Teiser: Mr. Krantz

Mann: Yes, George Krantz.

Teiser: was the union business agent?

Mann: Yes, he was business agent for many years. He
was always fair. Everyone liked him. And the

personality of the business agent is quite a

thing. That was, of course, one of the things
when we were talking about the controversial times
in association meetings. Many times there was a

hiring away of help, stealing, you know, one man
from the other. And that was really cause for
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trouble. And It usually developed, In fairness
to everyone, that the man wanted to quit and he
had had this offer posted at the union for so much,
and he was perfectly within his rights to quit.
But the Injured party would say, &quot;Oh, he was
solicited, he was offered all those things. They
took him out to dinner.&quot; Which they probably had
not, but that makes good arguments. But that was
a source of a lot of trouble.

I had a thing of that kind one time. There
was a fellow here In S.P. who quit, and he was out
of work. I hired him, and the man he had been
working for wouldn t speak to me for quite a
long time. He thought I had solicited the workman.
Well, we didn t know anything abouv- that. We
needed to put a new man to work.

The whole business Is a lot bigger though
now. Everything Is bigger. There are so many
advertising agencies, and there are night shops.
And the delivery system Is a real pain In the
neck with these delivery motorcycles [drivers] that
get fantastic wages now.

Don t you all use Sparkle s delivery service?

Oh, no. We had another, Marso, who did ours.
Several photoengravers use a couple of motorcycle
people, like Duff Mumlk s firm over In Oakland
they have to come from Oakland clear over here, on
a mileage basis. And they are not too careful
with the equipment, and heavy traffic makes the
insurance fantastic. There are always bumplngs and
quitting, and. tales of worrisome happenings
like leaving the motorcycle parked some place.

John Pilmer told me one time that they bought
a new motorcycle, and had a hippie running it.
The police called Filmer the next morning, and
they d arrested his rider on the new motorcycle
for racing It at night up and down Pillmore
Street hill. And they had the rider in Jail and
the motorcycle impounded. So he found out
about that. There are a lot of good steady drivers
too.

Many of these motorcycle fellows would go out
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on a hurry-up delivery, and congregate across the
street here at Borro s for the coffee break. And
people would be crying for proofs, and waiting
for them, but the motorcycle drivers didn t have
the intimate Interest of the firm at heart. Some
of them did. When I make these statements that
doesn t mean all of them.

What happened to the great experiment of hiring
girls?

I don t know.

Weren t there a number of them for a while?

Yes. There were some hot-looking baben out for a
while. I think there s one still around. That
made me think of a photoengraver who had a girl,
and she had a very unromantic name. She was a fat
little dumpling, and the engravers and bosses
used to give her their checks to take down to the
bank and cash. The management was always having
trouble with people wanting raises and they found
out the girl was telling everybody in the place
what everybody earned, what the bosses took out
and what everybody saved. That was bad. It

wasn t a good idea to broadcast that publicly.
It makes people dissatisfied.

We used to have a certain amount of trouble
with engravers, and I don t think I m passing any
non-compliments, but it used to be quite a heavy
drinking group. The photoengravers had the repu
tation of being pretty heavy drinkers. And
that was a problem many times when they wouldn t

show Monday morning. I don t think it s that

way now, although there are still a few of them
that I hear of. But it used to be routine not
to have a full crew on Monday morning.

Where did you get your apprentices? Did you get
them through the union, or did you sometimes

bring people into the shop and teach them?

No. We would hear of good boys who had been

around, and we cleared through the Association, and
the union. There would be a particularly good
boy applying for a Job to leam the business,
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and they d file his name, and when there was an
opening we only had one apprentice to seven
journeymen, I think it was, so that there weren t
a great many openings why, we d grab him.

He would apply through the union or through the
Association?

Both. He would apply to us first, and then we
would have to clear him. A great source of
workmen was the South and the Middle West, where
there are a lot of open shops. That was a
source of workmen during strikes, labor shortages
and travail. They would come out, and many of
them were inexperienced in metropolitan
requirements, but they at least could do things,
and would tone up later. A lot of them came
from open shops. During the strike we had a
fellow from Atlanta, and his family came out flat
broke. They lived out in the Pillmore some place
in Japanese town, and his wife used to come down
with an old Ford and all have lunch out in front
of the place over here on Clay Street with soup and
everything and the whole car full of Japanese
neighbors and Southern kids. They weren t like
the city fellows that we had here, but they soon
got smoothed out and were all right. One of his
kids was hit with a car, and he collected $75
and bought himself a police dog just for fun.
He always wanted one. So they weren t very
provident . That always burned our superintendent
out, Mr. Peterson. They had debts around, but
he wanted a police dog and he got it!

Tell about Mr. Peterson.

Well, he came from Minnesota. His references as
a craftsman and person were first class.

What s his first name?

Raymond. Raymond Peterson. And he was&quot; entitled
to great credit. He was originally from the
Bureau of Engraving in Minneapolis. We made
a fine team. He came out and fitted right in, and
was the same type I was. He d been trained on
good Middle West tactics both as a craftsman
and in his thinking outside and his fairness and
background. We hit it off right from the start.
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We were together from 1928 until 1968.

What was his official title?

Oh, he was partner, friend, superintendent and foreman,
and could fill in all around. He was very popular
with everyone on the telephones. He handled Mr.
Ansel Adams beautifully and these people who wanted
to talk technical things with him. He did all the
buying, and was good public relations because he
was always pleasant to the salesmen. And he was
largely responsible for building the dignity in
the trade. I was outside selling, attending meetings,
collecting money and helping out. And we just
happened to fall in together. He comes in most
every noon for lunch.

Who are the other key men then?
at least .

You had one other

I surely did. That was Mr. Bower. Nolan Bower
came in about 1922 and remained for forty-five
years. And he comes in for lunch too. Then
after three and a half years overseas and time at
Art Students league in New York, John Mann came
in.

That was after World War II.
_

Nolan Bower was a salesman and a great raconteur
and a red-hot favorite with the printers and
everybody. Everybody knew him favorably. And he
was good technically. He knew the business; he
had learned here. So he and Pete and I made a
pretty good three-cornered thing with John Mann
in the art department. I thought that Just one
alone would have been hard, or two, but with three
all friendly and cooperative, you have a tripod.
And during the latter years, Mrs. Mann and I

used to take beautiful trips, drive back to Maine
and all over. I could go away with the absolute
confidence that the shop would be taken care of
and I wouldn t get in a mess when I got back.
The main thing is mutual respect.

And your son John came in as an artist?

Yes, and salesman.

When?
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Mann: He was in the war, spent three and a half years in
the South Pacific in a mobile camouflage and
specialist unit and when he came back he went to
the Art Students League in New York for two years
and then came into the art department. We re doing
a nice volume of work here. He s an illustrator,
and with the rest of the group, we re handling art
direction, production art, lettering, retouching and
all that. John does most of the selling and outside
mixing. We re advertising some, but the art
business isn t as exciting and active as photo
engraving .

In the early days Chicago photoengravers
uarticularly usually had big art departments for
mall order catalogues. Later separate art organi
zations took over. It was the same with advertising
agencies.

Sometime during the war years I thought it was
or would be difficult to get photography as we
wanted it. I knew a good middle-aged photographer
who convinced me to go into the business as a
feeder for photoengraving. I had plenty of room and
an unused darkroom or two so I bought some lights
and equipment and advertised &quot;Industrial Photography.&quot;
We did some business but it was never profitable.
The other new business field always seems brighter
and we soon found San Francisco s photographic
field amply covered by several well established
firms capable of operation in all branches and
sizes. Then after the war the city was deluged
by former army photographers who had a Graphic and
a Lelca and were out after business. I enjoyed
the experience and charged it off to entertaining.
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Sale of the Mann Photoengraving Business
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Let me be sure to have on the record when you went
formally out of the photoengraving business. What
was the date of that?

That was August 15, 1968.

And what did you do?

Well, It was consummated In a very short time. I

wanted to get out. The lease was coming up for
renewal, and I was negotiating with two or
three people. And a photoengraving plant and
equipment are hard to dispose of profitably because
there s not a great demand for used photoengraving
equipment. I had three fine cameras and a full
complete plant. I finally decided to take the offer
of Larry James, Bud Riggs, Edward Miller, and Don
Cronin of Graphic Arts Engraving Company. They
took the accounts as is, and not the art department.
They took several of our key men and left the machinery.
Just bought the accounts and the good will. And
it s been a fine connection. We ve had the best of
relations, and have appreciated mutual fair dealings.
There was no trouble at all. It was wonderful for
everybody.

What did you do with your equipment?

I sold it to a lot of new kinds of people and
friends. Boy, you find out about life! Some
stranger would walk out with a file or a hand truck.
You d think, &quot;Where s that hand truck?&quot; &quot;I don t

know.&quot; And it s gone bye-bye. There was a rear
freight elevator. We lost a lot of stuff that
way, but not enough to hurt. And I met some wonderful
characters. Selling office equipment and things
like that it was interesting and new. I didn t
know about that , but when you have older office
equipment you can donate it to charity and take it
off your income tax after appraisal. You
probably knew that. The office equipment there
were oak desks like this. We had a lot of them, and
typewriters and things. But people would come up
and look at them and say, &quot;There s no market for
this, Mr. Mann. We could give it to some charity
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Mann: organization and price It for you in a fair price
and then charge It off, but there s no market for
office equipment that s dated like that now.&quot;

And we had acquired a lot of paintings over the
years. Maybe I mentioned that to you. There were
always good painters around here who would go
busted or short of change, and want to borrow a
little, fifteen or twenty dollars over the weekend.
They d leave a painting. Or they would be sick or
in debt. Or want some plates made* I was sort of
an &quot;uncle&quot;. And they re still here. And we had
other things that people would give me gifts
and all kinds 01 things, like that brass or copper
tray that my sister gave me. She always gave me
wonderful things. And when it comes to closing an
office and trimming down to Just one like this, you
have to steel yourself to get rid of a lot of
mementos that are of great sentimental value. You
can t take them all with you, they say. That s
the same as your money.
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There was one thing that was always interesting to
me and that was the phasing over from the woodcutters
These people used to do these things, and they did
them in my time. I saw them go clear outside, over
the horizon. But there were a few of them around
here when I started. They re all gone now, but they
did work that was very slow. But it s never been
approached for beauty and detail for little things,
for catalogues and illustrations. The wood cut effect
can t be obtained by drawing. Probably in Chicago
in the centers there are some, but they went clear
out of sight. Of course they didn t have a lot of
heavy equipment left to clutter up their estates,
but they had a few engraver s tools and a proof
press.

They were made technologically unemployed by the
photoengravers , weren t they?

They were, yes.

You were the ones who drove them out of business.

Yes. Mr. Blngley told me that he went in the
photoengraving business after his boss sent him to
get a plate at some wood engraver s and the man said,
&quot;You ll get this in about a week.&quot; He went back
and they wanted it sooner, ana they said, &quot;Have

one or them zinc cuts made. Go over and see how
long that ll take.&quot; He got it that afternoon.
Figured that was for him. He was a. pretty smart
business man and decided, &quot;There goes the woodcut
business.&quot;

Who is he?

L. [Leon] B. Blngley. He had the Blngley Photo
Engraving Company in the early days here and was
very successful. He had a newspaper shop in the
Call Building over there in the alley. His plant
was in there, and he had to move. And I asked,
&quot;What did you move for? You had a good location
there.&quot;

He said, &quot;There was a little thing in the
new lease.&quot;
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Hearst owned, the building and it stated,
&quot;There shall be no photoengraving establishment in
this building.&quot; Which covered the thing fairly
well.

He built himself a building then and died
wealthy. But that switch-over, from woodcutting
to photoengraving was slow but sure.

The Phoenix Engraving Company of Oakland Is one
I don t know much about.

The Phoenix Engraving Company was started in
Oakland immediately after the 1906 fire by three
engravers from the S. F. Examiner who contracted to
make engravings for the Oakland Tribune. The Examiner
was being printed at the Tribune temporarily. The
three founders were Gus Gearhart , Henry Mahoney,
and Dave Kiley. Later Frank Hogan came in and
outlasted the originals. Hogan is now specializing
in lithography plate-making with Oakland National
Engraving .

California Art and Engraving has always had a

unique position here, has it not?

Yes* They were supposed to be very close to the
University of California. They are right over there
in Berkeley, and had several owners. The Blatchleys *

owned it during the strike, and tried to operate it,
but couldn t. It s always been quite successful.
They used to make schoolbooks. Marvin Bonds ran
it profitably for a long time.

Did they have some inexpensive three color process
that they sold a lot of by mail?

Yes.

What was that?

Well, that was Just simple un-re-etched color work.

Very simple. They d make three negatives angled and

print and etch them on zinc or magnesium, and proof
them, and they did very well. And it was not always
work that an agency would take, but for resort
folders and things that wanted cnlor and wanted

photoengraving, they supplied plates, very reasonably
priced, and In great volume. And they were successful

*Harry B. and William H. Blatchley.
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In the schoolbook business until that all went
offset. They used to have two or three hundred
schoolbooks over there. They were always association
members, but they were specialists.

We used to work with a Chicago trade magazine
that occasionally had color work sent out here.

Yes. They did a national business. And that was as
it should be. I never could see why somebody
not the quality houses because they couldn t carry
water on both shoulders but why there wasn t a
good field for the people who did economical color
plates for resorts and quick printing like that.
One that s made the great success over there, that
we see postcards all over the country when we go
around, is Mike Roberts. We see those in Florida,
Maine, Honolulu, and all over. Mike Roberts.

And he s still using some letterpress?

No. They are entirely offset. Mike Roberts and
Jim McClay have made an outstanding success of
their business by thinking and equipping their
plant ahead of competition. The name Is still
Mike Roberts Color Productions, Inc. Their sales
are International.

The H. S. Crocker Company make nationally
distributed color post cards. They, too, are run
offset on large sheets in multiples of perhaps
twenty-five thousand lots.

The people and things that I always remember
with interest were the swashbuckling salesmen who
came through here [from elsewhere j,

to start In at
the top and drive around with derby hats or in
Thunderblrds, and you d always wonder, If you were
a local boy, what they had. They didn t look
any different than you did. But eventually most
of them calmed down a bit to be good members, or
they blew up and ran out owing everybody they came
in contact with one of the other. But that s the
way it s been.

In Los Angeles they were unorganized during
the early days or the Photoengravers Association here,
but they had an Association down there. There
were two or three men who were Association-minded,





Mann: but. they had so many small shops, and couldn t

control them. However they built up an enormous
volume. They have now more than ws do.

Teiserr And take work from here?

Mann: I guess they do.

Teiser: Did they used to?

Mann: They did some, yes. Some of them would come up
here.

I never knew quite what happened, but a
Chicago firm came out to Los Angeles and opened up.
A big [photoengraving] shop and later sold out,
couldn t meet the competition with their Chicago
methods of entertaining and selling. It was
pretty complicated. They made lots of friends. But
they finally gave up the ghost . They were only
here three or four years. Too many local friendships
I guess.

It never seemed to have been successful to have
a chain of photoengraving plants either. I was
approached a time or two, but the local manager,
if you had one, would get too strong and figure,
&quot;Why not pull out and operate my own business?&quot;

So it was personnel trouble to keep your people
lined up and keep them working. And it was never a
business, I think, where you could make any fantastic
amount. You could make a good living at it, but I

don t know very many 01 them that ever got real wealthy.

Teiser: An Interesting business, though.

Mann: Yes, it s a good one. You meet interesting people,
and it s a good life, and you have Interesting copy
to work with, and it s very stimulating. It s

great. But I m glad I m out of it, because there
comes a time when all of your activities must
change. I played tennis up to a year ago, played
doubles and played well, but all of a sudden I

just tired of it; found I had to use a little too
much energy. It s a running game, you know, and
before I became an object for soft balls and &quot;good

old Walt,&quot; I figured I d better quit still fighting
and running. And it s the same in the engraving
business. I could have continued longer, but it was
not fun for mo . I was ready to let somebody elso takr&amp;gt;

the honors and credits. I m very happy.
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APPENDIX I

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA PHOTOENGRAVERS ASSOCIATION, 1931

Walter J. Mann, President

San Francisco

Albert Benson^ Executive Secretary

Acme Photo Engraving Co .

American Engraving & Color Plate Co.

Bingley Photo Engraving Co.

California Photo Engraving Co.

Commercial Art & Engraving Co.

Continental Photo Engraving Co.

Golden Gate Photo Engraving Co.

Graphic Arts Engraving Co.

Langer Litho & Engraving Co .

Walter J. Mann Company

Marshall Nichols otacey Co.

New Method Engraving Co .

Paramount Printing Plates Co.

Salter Bros .

San Francisco Photo Engraving Co.

Service Engraving Co.

Sterling Engraving Co.

Western Process Engraving Co.

Oakland

East Bay Engraving Co.

Oakland Engraving Co.

Phoenix Engraving Co.

Printing Plates Inc.

Ritchie Engraving Co.

Berkeley

California Art & Engraving Co,

Sacramento

Alta Engraving Co.

Fresno

Fresno Engraving Co.

San Jose

San Jose Engraving Co.

Stockton

Stockton Engraving Co.
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APPENDIX II

Here is a partial list of commercial printers of the period
around 1930-1940. In addition to printing fine books
and lithographed advertising they did general commercial
work... They Here good friends of the photoengravers . At
that time catalogues, price lists, travel and resort

folders, house organs, insurance work arid magazines made
a large part of photoengraving volume . Letterpress was
still the most popular process for average work.
It was more .flexible and more available.

Retail stores bought their engravings from several
specially equipped shops, generally known as newspaper
engravers. Speed and reliable delivery with quality were
the reouirements .

H. S. Crocker

Kennedy-ten Bosch

Taylor & Taylor

A. Carlisle & Co.

James H. Barry

Marvin Cloyd

Phillips & Van Orden

Marcus Brower

Hooper Printing Co.

Reynard Press

Banco Corporation

Jorgenson & Co.

Sunset Press

Independent Pressroom

Trade Pressroom

Mysell Rollins

Knight Counihan

Hicks-Judd

Majors & Mattoch

Borden Printing Co.

Williams Printing Co.

Mercury Press

Charles L. Conlan

Gillick Printing

Lawton Kennedy

Walter J. Mann
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INDEX

-

Acme Photo Engraving Company 20
Adams, Ansel 15, 60, 6l, 62, 63, 77
advertising agencies 51
Advertising Club [of San Francisco]
American Photoengravers Association 66
American Engraving and Color Plate Company 20, 66
American Trust Company 61
Antz, Albert H. 19
Aperture 62-63
Armour, Sidney 22
Art Students League, New York 77, 78
aspirin 2

Automobile Association 70

Bank of California 19
Bank of Italy 39
Barbour, Professor 13
Barry, James H. 36
Beatrice Foods 13
Benson, Albert 28, 59, 65, 66
Bierman Engraving Company 4
Bingley, L. [Leon] B. 81
Blngley Photo Engraving Company 81
Bishop National Bank of Hawaii 61
Blake, Moffltt & Tome 37
Blatchley, Harry 25, 27, 31
Blatchleys [Harry B. and William H.] 82
Blue and Gold 27
Bohemian Club 38
Bonds, Marvin ti2

Bower, Nolan 77
Boynton, Colonel Albert E. 30-31
Brownie [camera] 63
Bruhn , August 35
Bureau of Engraving, Minneapolis 26, 76

California Art & Engraving Company 27, 31, 82, 83
California Packing Corporation 19, 22, 32, 72
Call Building 81, 82
Cardoza [Bookbinding Co.] 69

Chatten, &quot;Wesley 28

Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad 4
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Clvlello, William 23, 24
Clement, J. W. Company 70
Coburn, Ken 66
Columbia-Geneva ?0
Commercial Art and Engraving Company 20, 27, 39
Commercial Photo Engraving Co. 39
Commercial Photo and Engraving Company 20, 39
Conlan, Charles L. 36
Cornell Photo Supply 4
Crocker, H. S. Company JL5, 35, 37, 60, 61, 62, 63, 83
Cronln, Don 79

Culver, Harry 18

Cushman, Everett 12
Cushman Motor Works 12

Del Monte
See California Packing Corporation

Dow Chemical 56
Dregge, Case 20, 25t 27

Dunn, Jim 29
DuPont 43, 57
Duriron&quot; 57

II

Eastman 9, 10, ^3, ^7, 52
Employing Printers Association 58, 59
etching machines 46, 55. 56, 57

Fairmont Creamery 13
Federal Trade Commission 58
Fllmer Brothers 39
Fllmer, John 74
Flader, Max
Flynn, 21
Forest Service

Gearhart , Gus 82
Gerlach, Beck 36
Giannini, A. P. 39
Gllllck Printing Company 62
Gilmartin Printing 36

Gock, Al 39
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Graphic Arts Engraving Co. 20, ^9, 67, 79
Griffith, Howard (&quot;Griff&quot;) 20, 25, 27, 28, 66, 67

Hahn, Harry [J.H.] 67
&quot;Hayfoot, Strawfoot&quot; [movie] 18
Hearst, William Randolph 3#, 82
Heber, Phil 22
Hlcks-Chatten fPortland, Ore.] 28
Hicks-Judd 35

&quot;

Hlldebrand 15-16
Hoffman, Albert (Al) 20,66
Hoffman and Collier 20

Hogan, Frank 82
Hopper, Tommy 25

Insurance printing 53
Ireland, Luis A. 58, 59

James, Larry 79
Johnson-Nassau

Kelley, Roy 59,65
Kennedy, Lawton ^7,63
Kennedy-ten Bosch 36
Klley, Dave 82
Kranz, Alma

see Mann, Mrs. Walter
Krantz, George fC.J 65,73

labels 22, 53
Land camera 62,63,64
Land, Edwin H. 62
Lane, L. W. [Larry] 37,38
Lauck, [Louis A.] 20, 21, 25, 28, 38, 39, 40
Lauck-Mann Engraving Company 39
Lauck mounting machine 60

Lauck, Paul 22
Leon Livingston [advertising] agency 71

letterpress printing passim
Levy and Sons [Philadelphia] 10

Lincoln Dally News 3

L Odeon&quot; restaurant 39

Lord, Thomas and Logan 71
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Mack, William (Bill) 20, 26, 66, 6?
Mahoney, Henry 82
Mann, Charles H. 1

Mann, John A. 41, 77
Mann, Mrs. Walter J. 40, 41, 77
Mann, Walter J. Company 39, 40, 61, 79-80
Marso [delivery service]
Mason , &quot;Walt 6

McCann Erlckson 22, 35 72
McCann, H. K. [advertising] Agency 70, 71
McClay, Jim
McClatcheys 4
Meyer, Roland 15 * 60, 61
Mike Roberts Color Reproductions, Inc. 83
Mill Valley Tennis Club 4-1

Miller, Edward 79
Miller, 0. H. 59, 65
Mills College catalogues 61
Mission [district of San Francisco] 8

Morris, Jim 32
Munson, Archie 37
Murnik, Duff [D.H.] 20, 21, 26, 66, 67, 7

Nebraska State Journal 3, 4, 5

Nichols, 47
Northern California Photoengravers Association

see Photoengravers
1 Association of Northern California

Oakland National Engraving Co. 20, ^9, 51, 67, 82
Oakland Tribune 82

* Conn or, Lester 20
offset lithography passim
Oliva Brothers 39, w
One Hundred Years of Progress 6l
Open Shop Association of America 30

Pacific Gas & Electric Co. 70
Pacific Telephone Company 32, 63, 70
Panama Pacific [International] Exposition 36

Pausch, Oscar 20, 21, 25, 26

Peterson, Raymond ^3, 6l, 76, 77
Phillips & Van Orden 70
Phoenix Engraving Company 82
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Photoengravers Association of Northern California 20, 25-28.
58, 59, 66, 70, 83

photoengraving passim
plate etching 8-9

see also etching machines
Press Club I San FranciscoJ 41
Printing Industries [of Northern California] 66
printing presses
cylinder 50
flat-bed 59
four-color proof 56, 57
Heidelberg 50
Vandercook [cylinder proof]
Washington hand press ^5, **

Ray, Charles 18
Riggs, Bud 79
Roberts, Mike 83
rubber plates 50, 68

Russ, Edmund I
1

. 19, 22, 23

S. F. Examiner 82
San Francisco Industrial Association 30, 31
San Francisco- Oakland Lithographers and Photoengravers Union

No. 8 73
San Francisco Photo Engraving Company 28
San Jose Mercury 20
Sawyer, E. B. 12
Schmidt Lithograph Company 30
Schwabacher-Frey 35
Seacrest, J. C. 4
Severance, Alfred D. 36
Shoup, Paul 37
Sierra Art and Engraving Company 19, 20, 21, 22
Sierra Club 62
Sloane, Charles 28
Smith-Dorsey Company 2

Smith, Philip (Phil) 23, 66
Southern Pacific Company 31, 32, 33, 36, 37, 70, 71
S.P. [Southern Pacific] Bulletin 32, 63
Sparkle s delivery service 7^
Standard Oil Company 32, 33, ^2 [of California]

63, 70, 71, 72
Standard Oil Company of Indiana 1

Stanford Quad 27
State Fair [Nebraska] 15-16
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State Journal Company [Lincoln, Nebraska] 2, 3, 4, 6, 12, 19
Stecher-Traung 69
Sterling Engraving Company 20, 27, 51
Successful Farming 38
Sunset magazine 32, 35 38
Sunset [Press] 37

Tadlch s [restaurant] 39
Taylor & Taylor 36, 50, 70
Teamsters Union 65
Thompson [J.] Walter 20, 27

Tibbitts, H.C. 37
3M 9. 43, 52
Time [magazine] W
Traphagen , C . D . 4 , 14

Traung Brothers jO

Unions 8, 38, 29, 30, 31, 64, 73, 64, 75, 76
United States Steel 70
University of California Press 21

Verlfax machines 53

Walker Engraving Company 23, 24, 49, 51, 56
Waters, George 15
Wells Fargo Bank 61, 61
Wells Fargo Messenger 71
Western States Plate Makers Conference 25
White, Minor 63
Wilkie, Fred 32
woodcutters 81
Woodruff Banknote Company 2,3
World War I 17

Yearbooks, college and school 26,27, 58, 82, 63

Zellerbach Paper Company 37





Ruth Teiser

Grew up in Portland, Oregon; came to the Bay Area

in 1932 and has lived here ever since.

Stanford, B.A., M.A. in English, further graduate
work in Western History.

Newspaper and magazine writer in San Francisco since

1943, writing on local history and economic and

business life of the Bay Area.

Book reviewer for the San Francisco Chronicle

since 1943.
As correspondent for national and western graphic
arts magazines for more than a decade, came to

know the printing community.
























